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Making up for
lost time
Capl. Bruce Yamashita
tells his story about

NEWS

Corps | Page 3

Suicide bomber
detonates at
funeral in Iraq
A funeral turns violent
as a suicide bomber
sets himelf off. leaving
people fearful of more
insurgence | Page 6

A daily independent student press serving
the campus and surrounding community

Women's studies turns 30
The thirty-year anniversary of the women's studies department will include celebration of people and pride
By Kristin McKissic
Reporter

"We wanted to celebrate and use this
as an opportunity to get in touch

being discriminated
against by the Marine

ESTABLISHED 1920

U'limrt '.is studies, joined by
their alumnus, will be celebrating their 30th anniversary with
their reception startingai -I p.m.
today in the Union.
The 10/30/100 celebration
highlights the anniversary ofThe
Women's Center, women's stud
les and women on campus.
We wanted to celebrate and
use this as an opportunity to
Hel in touch With our alums
and get them hack on campus,"
said Yikki krane. director and
graduate coordinator of women's studies.

with alums and get them back on campus."
Vikki Krane

.'. ■

■

This celebration will also pro
vide tacts about the University's
history.
"Every activitj oi event will
give Information and people u ill
gel ,i sense o! pride." said llona
Klein. English lecturer.
Anyone interested is invited
and encouraged to attend this
lice event.

We want everyone to have a

Christian music
artists address
the stereotypes

good time and enjoj it, we have
wonderful speakers, said Klein.
I nst beginning as an idea to
celebrate the anniversar) of I he
Women's Center, the celebration
was expanded to recognize ihl
leicnt women anniversaries,
"We're honoring the his
lory ol women al IK ISU," said
Mary Krueger, director ol I lie
Women's Center.

Main people do not know
the first class at the University
iv,is all women because the
University used to be a teat hei
training school.
"Women weren't allowed in
schools except teaching training
schools." said Krueger. "Out first
athletes were women."
On Saturday morning a sci irs
ol events to honor various histories on campus is scheduled.
"It's important to recognize
inn past and show inn appreciation," Krane said Uc want to

FEASTING:

Students
prepare
for

WOMEN

Students light up
in honor of

Crossing over to
mainstream music
and other myths that

By Kristin V.is.is

\lici enjoying a long day Riled
with relaxation and fun, the
Cans lamih watches as the
sun sink- below the surfai e ol
the horizon. Bui unlike the set
ting sun, the family is far from
dune with the events ol the
day. In fact, theii celebration is
just beginning.
I ike the othci six million
practicing Jewish people living
in the U.S., the dans family
will be celebrating the eightday religious holiday known as
Passovei starting on April 19 ai
sundown
Vccording to l.mrel i Jans, ihe
president ol I lillel, Ihe lavish
organization
on
campus.
Passovei 'is a lewish holiday
that celebrates the lewish pen
pie's escape from slavery into
Egypt as recounted in the old
Testament ol the Bible,
irding to the Bible story,
,i numbei HI plagues were seni
down by Cod in an attempt IO
free ihe lewish slaves from then
I gyprian captors. On the night
ol the tenth plagm
which
killed ,JI of ihe I gyptian firsibom sons
ckxl spared the

Christian bands face
are discussed by
local bands | Page 7

It's not such a
Barbie world
The gender-role
perfection achieved
by Ken and Barbie no
longer fit our world,
according to columnist
Ally Blankartz
|Page 4

Go west,
young man
Columnist Brandon
Wray advises students
to take advantage of
the chance to study
aborad | Page 4

Are you ready
for some
football?
Check out the preview

PASSOVER

for the annual orange
and brown spring game
taking place tomorrow
at D»yt Perry Stadium
| Page 9

Crime) stoppers
Cleveland and Toledo could see
crime labs, hundreds of new jobs
"With a facility like this, we could get rid of

HELPING HAND: Pope Benedict XVI offers his prayers to the families ana victims of clergy
se< abuse ■

f you were on death
row. what would your
last meal be?

Pope meets and prays
with victims of scandal
By Victor L. Simpson

JEANYNE WALKER.
Sophomore. Diatetics
'Pancakes with bacon
and orange juice."
|Page 4

TODAY
Partly Cloudy
High: 76. Low: 50

B

TOMORROW
T-Showers
High: 67. Low: 47

WASHINGTON
Pope Benedict
XVI, after urging bishops, priests
and parishioners to heal the
wounds caused by the clergy sex
abuse scandal, lalked and prayed
privately with survivors yesterday
in what was believed to he a firstever meeting between a pontiff
and abuse victims.
The Rev. Pederico Lombard!,
a papal spokesman, said that
Benedict and Boston Cardinal
Sean O'Malley met vvitli a group
of five or six victims for about 25
minutes in the chapel of the papa I
embassy, offering them encouragement and hope.
I.ombardi said die pope told
the survivors he would pray for
them, their families and all vic-

tims of clergy sex abuse. Each ol
the victims spent a feu minutes
with Benedict privately. Some
were In tears during the meeting,
i.ombardi said.
Benedict lias spoken repeated
ly about the abuse crisis during
his first trip lo the United Slates
as pope.
He called the crisis a cause ol
"deep shame," pledged to keep
pedophiles out of the priesthood
and decried the "enormous pain"
that communities have suffered
from such "gravely immoral
behavior" by priest
Me told the nation's bishops
thai the crisis was "sometimes
very badly handled, and said
they must reach out with love

See POPE | Page 2

CLEVELAND
The attorney
general wants to mine two
crime labs to urban areas where
forensic evidence on murders
and other violent crime is need
ill the miist.
I he plan to build crime and
medical labs in Cleveland and
Ibledo would bring hundreds
of jobs to Ihe cities. But fiiianc
ing fbl the niiilliinillioii dollar
facilities is not in place yet and
its availability will determine
whether the labs are built.
c uyahoga County Prosecutoi
Bill Mason said that the coun
ty needs ,i hettci crime lab to
present |urors the scientific evi
deuce they've conic to expect
from watching "CSI."
Resources are limited at
(lie three labs operated in
Richfield,
Howling
Green
and London by the Bureau of
Criminal Identification and
Investigation, which the attorney general oversees.
With a facility like this, we
could get rid Of the backlogs and
increase the turnaround when a
police department or investigadveagency providesuswithsub
missions." said Bob I fatal, the
bureau's superintendent, ' i his
is obviously is a grow th Industry
especially in the area of DNA."
Ratal said they want to posi

the backlogs and increase the turnaround
when a police department or investigative
agency provides us with submissions."
lion the labs where they're needed the most.
"( uyahoga i ounty is mosi
vioienl area in Ihe state" lialal
said. "Nobody Iseven close.
Attorney General Marc Dann
said the crime lab in Cleveland
alone could cost mine than S60
million. Dann has asked mem
bers ol Congress foi $2.75 mil
lion for the Cleveland crime lab's
planning and design, according
to written requests obtained In
llie Plain Dealci
Mining Richfield's lab to
Cleveland and Bowling Green's
lab to Toledo also would allow
the crime labs to partner with
universities
and
hospitals
foi research. Ihe University
of Toledo, Cleveland State
University
and
Cuyahoga
CominunityCollegeare involved
in education and training al the
planned medical labs and the
Cleveland Clinic is the pan net
lor medical research.
Oliver Henkcl |r., the clinics
duct external affairs officer, said
lie thought the crime lab portion

of the project would noi require
any nongovernment funding
from sources like ihe clinic.
He said ihe clinics component would use no public money.
I lowever, it might use the government's borrowing authority to get advantageous rates
on loans it would repay from its
operating funds.
In a lettci last month to U.S.
Hep. Stephanie tubbs tones,
llenkel added his support to
I 'aim s request Ihe hospital's
proposed laboratory would per
foi in clinical tests in assist m
the detection and treatment of

diseases through tests on body

fluids and tissues, he said,
"It really has great potential
to bung significant new jobs to
i leveland," llenkel said "And ii
will bring great new abilities to
the law enforcement agencies
across the region that will use
the new crime lab."
With a new crime lab in
I leveland Dann would close the
BCI lab in Uichtield. about JO
miles south.
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BLOTTER

WOMEN

THURSDAY

From Page 1

12:28 AM.
Lance TC Jackson Jr.. 23. of
Bowling Green, was cited for disorderly conduct for violent turbulent
behavior for punching and kicking
an empty beer keg and yelling. "I'm
going to kill you" at patrons at Easy
Street Cafe on South Mam Street.

1:23 A.M.
Andrea G. Krejci, 18. of Toledo,
was cited for prohibited acts
for attempting to gain entry at
Uptown/Downtown Bar on North
Mam Street with a fake ID

WEED

2:35 A.M.
Joshua S. Eastmann. 28. of Bowling
Green, was cited for possession of
marijuana and drug paraphernalia

2:58 A.M.
Daniel Kimple. 23. of Bowling
Green, was arrested for operating a
vehicle while under the influence of
alcohol and illegal speed.

t

celebrate with everyone who's
helped get us |women| where
we are."
There will be alumni panels, including a panel dealing with careers in activism,
linking current students to
the alumnus.
This particular panel will
focus on future actions with
women and demonstrate how
a woman's focus can be helpful
professionally.

ONLINE: Go to bgnewvcom for the
complete blotter list

POPE
From Page 1
and compassion to victims. At
an open air Mass yesterday at
Nationals Park, he also urged
Catholic parishioners to do whal
they tan to reach out to victims.
Thousandsofpriesishavebeen
accused of molesting minors
in the U.S. since 1950 and the
church has paid out more than
$2 billion, much of it in just the
last six years, when the case of a
serial molester in Boston gained
national attention and prompted
many victims to step forward.
Then-Boston
Archbishop
Bernard law was forced to step
down when it became apparent that he had allowed accused
priests to be shuffled from parish-to-parish.

CORRECTION
POLICY
We want to correct all (actual errors
If you think an error has been made,
call The BG News at 419-372-6966

From Page 1

The panels are important
because they demonstrate
the struggle and progression women have undergone.
We need to include women's
contributions in our history,
Krane said.
This two day event is being
hosted by The Women's Center
and women's studies.
It will highlight the fight for
recognition of women.
"They were fighting for the
creation of a women's center
|on campusl and the creation
of a women's major," Krane
said.

CHILLIN' OUT. MAXIN; RELAXIN' ALL COOL

"Marijuana use is
in violation of the
law. [Smokers]
will be subject
to being cited."

TIIC, the active ingredient
in marijuana, with a "ganja
advent" calendar. The calendar went from the beginning
of April up until the 20th, with
celebrations everywhere in
James Weigand | Campus Police Chief
betweerii Otermat said.
"We would have 'Clean Your
company.
Hong Day'. '(Jet Someone to
Campus Police Chief lames
Try a Blunt Day' and 'Create
Your Own Smoking Device Weigand warns those celebrating 4/20 that just because they
i)a\, Otermat said.
According to NORML havean unofficial holiday, they
member Matt Bruggeman, should be aware that it doesn't
4/20beganatSanKafaellligh make the drug legal.
"Marijuana use is a violaSchool in San Rafael. Calif.,
tion of the law," Wiegand said.
in 1971.
A group of students, call- "(SmokersI will be subject to
ing themselves the Waldos, being cited."
The campus police will
arranged to meet at 4:20 p.m.
to smoke marijuana by the not be out looking for pot
statue of Louis Pasteur in front smokers, but they will take
action if the police are called,
of the school.
"4/20 has evolved into a Wiegand said.
Wiegand also warns that
counterculture
holiday,"
Bruggeman said. "It's a good those with drug citations
may put their federal finantime |to) meet up and smoke."
Bruggeman said he plans to cial aid in danger, and could
spend the day with his friends hurt their chances of getting
in Bowling Green, smoking a job after college.
"Why put yourself in that
"blunts, bongs and bowls."
"It's not so much |a] holi- position when vou try to get a
day, more of | that I you under- job?"
Otermat said that NORM1
stand what (marijuana) is,"
Bruggeman said. He said he does not condone the illegal
and his friends try to use use of marijuana, but advopot in a responsible manner cates the legalization of mediwhile enjoying each others cal marijuana.

Check us out online at:

www.bgnewscom

CHRISTINA MCGINNS I IHE BG NEWS
SPRING IS IN THE AIR: Freshmen Corey McCoimkk. CC Leddy. and Jake White relax on whal they call Ihe Tiest day of the year"

PASSOVER
From Page 1
Jewish first-born sons. As a
result of the death and destruction, the Kgyptians agreed to
free the lews and released them
into the desert.
"When the lews were escaping, they did not have time for
their bread to rise and brought
with them unleavened bread
as they wandered through the
desert," I-aurel said. "Because of
this, during Passover, lews cannot eat leavened bread."
Instead, Jewish people eat
a form of unleavened bread
called Matzo, which is similar to
a cracker, Hillel Vice President
Stephanie Cans said.
And though there are a
number of other dietary
restrictions that make the
eight days of Passover unique,
the event is typically associated with long and complex
meals known as Seders.
During Ihe first two nighls of
Passover, Jewish families put on
a special dinner complete with
prayers and the reading of ihe
llaggadah, which recounts the
Jewish liberation from slavery.
"The dinners are normally
extremely long and they can
get very tiring, especially for
the little kids," Stephanie said.
"We complete part of the rituals before the meal, then we

E

eat, and then we continue the
rest of the events after we're
finished eating."
One of the events Jewish
believers partake in during
the course of the Seder meal is
the hiding of ihe Afikomin, a
piece of matzo that is hidden
by the leader of the Seder meal,
Stephanie said.
"At my house, the children
will run and find it and whoever gets to it first receives some
money," she said. "Normally,
we'll jusl end up giving everyone some money so there are no
tears from ihe little ones."
Another important icon
of Passover is the Seder Plate,
which is a special plate containing symbolic Jewish foods,
Stephanie said.
Each of the six items arranged
on the plate have special significance to the retelling of the
Jewish exodus story.
The items include: Maror
and chazcrct, which are bitter
herbs representing ihe hand)
slavery the Jewish people
endured, Charosel. which is a
sweet, brown pebbly mixture
imitating the mortar used by
the Jewish slaves while building the storehouses of Egypt,
KarpaSi a vegetable that is
dipped Into salt water lo represent the tears of the Jewish
slaves, and Z'roa and Beitzah,
which are typically roasted
meats and eggs that symbolize

the destruction of the Temple
of Jerusalem, Stephanie said.
And though Passover is considered one of the most important holidays in the Jewish
religion, many colleges do
not offer worship services or
opportunities for Jewish students, Laurel said.
In an effort to give Jewish
students on campus the
chance to celebrate Passover.
Hillel will be having a Seder
meal of their own on April 24
at 6 p.m. in ihe Union.
"It's really important that people are able to celebrate religious
holidays while their at school,"
Stephanie said. "It makes them
more at home to be celebrating
things they've done since they
were children."
lor fresh man Ash Icy Berman,
being able to celebrate and
rejoice in her religion while she's
enrolled in school is vital to her
spiritual growth.
"It'slonelysometimes because
I'm the only lewish girl 1 know
00 my floor." Berman said. "It's
nice to have a place to go to
celebrate and be proud of my
religion."
And though all three girls do
find it hard to celebrate Jewish
holidays because of the dietary
restrictions and ihe lack of synagogues near campus, they have
Mill managed to remain strong
in their faith through their relationships with God.

1045 N. Main 7a
Bowling Green, Ohio
419-353-5800

Management Inc. www.meccabg.com
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Student Housing
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«rY0UR TICKET
TO A GREAT PLACE TO LIVE!
WINTHROP & SUMMIT TERRACE
COMING SOON: BY AUGUST 2008

Kitchen Cabinets w/built
in Dishwasher, and microwaves

'•

STOP BY AND SEE US
Office: 400 E. Napoleon Rd. Hours: M thru Th. 8-6, Fri 8-5
Sat. 10-2 & Sun 12-3
419-352-9135
winthrop@gcrdenich.com
NO APPOINTMENTS

NECESSARY!!!

2 Pools!!! • Private Shuttle to & from Campus! • Furnished or Unfurnished Units Available

Pet Friendly Houses Available

call (419)352-0717 for details
GREENBRIAR, INC.
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Marine tells story of racism in the Corps

CALENDAR OF EVENTS
Some ewnts taken from p*rti6gaj«lu

9 am - 2:50 p.m.
Sebo Lecture Series 2008
202 Union • Lcnhart Grand Ballroom
1 - 4 p.m.
Women's Studies 30th
Anniversary Celebration
206 Union - Theater

5 - II p.m.
MO Beach Bash
McDonald Beach and Offenhauer
Courtyard

5 - 8 p.m.
Onahami Cherry Festival
Mileti Alumni Center

bp.m.
Navigating with Lewis &

Clark
112 Physical Sciences Lab Bldg.

8 p.m.
Wind Symphony
Kobacker Hall, Moore Musical Arts
Center

9:30 - II p.m.
UAO presents "Kite
Runner"
206 Union ■ Theater

By Ryan Sullivan
Reporter

Capt. Bruce Yamashita spent
five years waiting to be a
Marine.
Yamashita, a third generation Japanese American, had
to rally a team of lawyers and
citizens around him to do it.
He came to the University
yesterday to discuss his struggles in the face of racial discrimination, a five-year court
case and his eventual victory.
"In his case, it was a long
and respectable fight, but
he earned those things he
worked for," said Timothy
Messer-Kruse, the chair of
the Department of Ethnic
Studies.
The presentation began with
a screening of "A Most Unlikely
Hero," a film produced and
directed by former CBS producer Stephen Okino, that told
his story.
The
film
described
Yamashita's decision lo join the
Marines and his fight to serve
his country.
Yamashita, whose visit was
part of the Department of
Ethnic Studies' annual justice series, decided to join the
Marines after graduating from
law school. He then started
facing harassment from staff

PHOTO COURTESY OFUNUKEYHeROORG

SEMPER Fl: Capt Bruce Yamashita. a third
generation Japanese American, watted five
years lor his graduation from Office Candidate
School due to the racial discrimination he faced.

and officials, dealing with
such injustices as being told
by a sergeant that they didn't
want "his kind," being called
names and people speaking to
him in broken lapanese.
Before he went to be evaluated, a staff sergeant ordered
him to change into a dirty
uniform when he went to the
review board so he wouldn't
graduate. As a result of how
he showed up, he was disenrolled from the program two
days before graduation.
This left him in a "poor position" because he had spent
nine months going through
this training. Not only was

Bedroom Apartments
GREAT RATES

507 E MERRY:
2 Bdrm/One Bath
All Electric
Free Waler & Sewer
$535.00 Per Month
Twelve Month Lease

117 N. MAIN ST.
1 Bdrm/One Bath
Above Downtown Businesses
#1,2,3.4.7.8,10 Available In August
$370.00 Per Month

he ordered disenrolled, he also
wasn't a lawyer either because
he never took the bar exam.
Unwilling to accept the
injustice perpetrated against
him, Yamashita used the
Freedom of Information
Act to get minority drop out
rates for the previous eight
years. He found statistics
showing that minorities
were more likely to drop out
and were being disenrolled
at significantly higher rates
than whites.
With statistics in hand, he
decidedtofilealawsuitagainst
the Marine Corps for institutional racial discrimination,
eventually winning the case.
"It took so long, it just went
on and on." Yamashita said.
"There would be a flurry of
activity and then nothing
for, like, seven months. I just
never knew when it was going
to end."
He said that waiting was tinhardest part of the ordeal, not

only because of the mounting pressure on him but also
because the military was
stonewalling him and hoping
he would eventually just give
up and go away.
"We went through numerous
lawyers and part of it was that
everyone was working for free,"
Yamashita said. "If we had to
pay, it would have probably
cost hundreds of thousands of
dollars if not a million."
There were fundraisers held
to raise money but he said that
if money needed to be spent for
a plane ticket to New York on
a given day. he was one of the
people to put their money up
for the trip.
He said the entire experience
was a very long, difficult trip
and he did feel like he learned
a lot.
"It was kind of like guerilla warfare in a sense," Yamashita said.
"We had no structure or funding
and we had to be creative.''
In the midst of the lawsuit,

"60 Minutes" ran a segment
outlining the policy. During
the segment, there was a portion of an interview shown
where a member of the Officer
Candidate School talked about
how minority candidates
weren't as good as Caucasian
recruits when it comes to shooting, navigation and planning.
The lawsuit ended up in favor
of Yamashita and he said it was
a tremendous relief when he
was finally named a Captain in
the Marine Corps.
Sophomore Chris Nguyen,
president ofAsianCommunities
United, said he fell empowered
by Yamashita's presentation.
"It gives me a sense of relief
and lifts a burden off me in a
way," Nguyen said.
It's refreshing lo know that
Nguyen and his future children
will never have to deal with
the things Yamashita faced, the
University sophomore said.
Editor in Grief Usa llalverstadt
contributed reporting

Lighten your load!
Take a class this summer at Stark State College
and lighten your fall semester load!
Classes are transferrable to Bowling Green in the fall.
■ Affordable, low tuition ot $127 per credit hour.
• Education your way ... days, evenings and online.
• Three convenient summer sessions to fit your schedule!
Summer I (8 weeks) June 2 - July 27
Summer II (First 5 weeks) June 2 - July 6

STARK STATE (

6200 Frank Awe. N.W. • North Canton

1-800-79-STARK (797-8275) • www.starkstate.edu \

It's going to be BIG,
REALLY BIG
. f or purely*
Pan,n S
: 'ordeTsa>ads,r.Ued
Made to Order

Tacos,Burrrtos,^Soogs

BaSH
BGSU
DINING SERVICES
m

*

Anderson Arena
Friday, April 25th
11am - 3pm
*MEAL-PLAN FRIENDLY
I

•

FORUM

"We would have 'clean your bong day', 'get someone to try a blunt day' and 'create your
Own smoking device day. -Paul Otemiat, public relations spokesman for NORML. [see story pg.1]

PEOPLE ON THE STREET
"Indian food."

Friday. Apnl 19.2008 4

If you were on death row. what would your last meal be?
"My mother's home-

"My mom's chili,

"A cheeseburger and

made spaghetti."

since Mike picked her

fries."

^

VISIT US AT
BGNEWS.COM

Have your own take on

spaghetti."

today's People On The
Street? Or a suggestion for
ELAINE LONG.
Sophomore. Scientific and
Technical Communication

ADAMISBELL
Sophomore.
Criminal Justice

JULIANNE JUDGE.
Freshnwi undecided

MIKE JUDGE.
Freshman. English

a question? Give us your
feedback at bgnews.com.

What
ociety's obsession
happened
for perfection
"Suddenly you feel
to being a
compelled to buy
the over-priced
parent?
luxury SUV that has
\ symbol of ideal female perfecrjon; poised, docile and successful, Barbie is the ideal woman
V360 degree representation of
,i Utopian female gender role
<■HiHlh-.sk accomplished
liufl. handsome and kind, ken
is her ideal companion. With
their garish painted smiles, the
couple provides a paramount
example of "The American
Dream Couple.''
Hut this plastic fantasy is no

where near the realt) of gender
rate fulfillment.
Women are no longer
expected to remain confined to
an oppivssiu' drill of cooking,
deaning and child-rearing.
Men arc also free from Die

cohstraintsol being the sole
bread-winner with theexpectalion lliat they "ill frequently
entertain afiluent guests and
beautiful young ladies.
These roles are frequentl)
being interchanged in increasing
numbers and instances across

the globe
The problem that lies within is thai the media haven't
quite caughl up to these new
definitions of appropriate
gender roles.
Advertisement agencies arc
overly entangled in utilizing
sexisi gendei roles as a means
to create sleazy marketing
strategies.
I hese gender roles pigeonhole individuals into categories which are too narrow to
accommodate the rapidly
diversifying population.
A beautiful woman enters
your eye range on the television; dancing around in a
racy dress, the mood is sensual and intriguing.
Your eyes follow her sways,
back and forth, and suddenly
you feel compelled to buy the
over-priced luxury SUV that
has just replaced the hypnotic
woman.
The car industry has been
shamelessly using women as
i ibjects to sell their gas-gu/yleis
lor years.
Car buying and selling has
been transformed into an
international game of chess,
where the women are simply
lowly rooks, expendable pawns
carelessly disregarded by the
car moguls, the kings of the
chess board.
The market can be broken
down into a facile trade-network
of sexual exchanges; where
u omen have the commodities

just replaced the

ELIZABETH WARTHERIGUES1 COLUMNIST

hypnotic woman."

Reading about the "anti-feminist bake sale" I wondered if, as
a female, I should be horridly
offended.
Decidedly. 1 have no problem
with it as I think it raises some
interesting thoughts.
Traditionally yes, women had
little say in what happened to
them during their lives. They
were forced into marriages that
had no way out, labored with
their children that they had
no choice in having and were
expected to keep house even if
they could care the least about
household duties.
Personally I rejoice in the
fact that I can vote, can pick
who I want to marry, can
determine if I want to stayin that marriage, can go into
whatever job field I wish.
But I still do not consider
myself a feminist, as this is not
what I see the current feminist
movement standing for.
By this point, a woman's right
to vote is not something that
needs championed, nor is her
right to divorce or her right to
an education.
Society as a whole just
accepts these things as the
norm now; lliere is nothing
really to fight for.
However, while the modern
feminists' movement supposedly "supports women no
matter what they want to do," I
cannot help but disagree.
Or, perhaps more accurately,
I do not think that society supports whatever women want
to do — but not In the way that
feminists argue, that society
looks down on women in the
workforce. I would have to say
that society looks down on the
stay-at-home mom.
Starting at an early age we
are indoctrinated in the idea
that status and money is all
important.
Kindergartners are expected
to pick exciting jobs for what
they want to be when Ihey grow
up, not parents.
Through high school and
even through college we are
pushed by guidance counselors, relatives and peers to
higher paying and more prestigious jobs.
What is up with this, when
almost everyone has children at
some point, regardless of what
their degree is in?
One of the biggest problems
that I see with children today
is the fact that they are being
raised by babysitters and daycares.
As a lifeguard, I see the kids
who are dropped off every day
and who are, in fact, the biggest
problems that we have.
They feel no reason to listen
to the lifeguards and it seems
to me, as an outsider, that they
just are missing some of the

and men are eager to buy.
As stated earlier, the automobile Industry is always
chock-full of eager buyers,
waiting for the next opportunity to pounce upon a seemingly
impressive deal.
Ironically, automobile salesmen are always stereotyped .is
being cheap, sleazy and habitual liars; it would lie just inside
their character description to
pull a trick like false advertising through the utilization of
women as sensual sales pitches.
The advertising industry
would appear at this moment
to be rather sexist, until
another commercial commends the attention of the
television screen.
This lime it is a handsome
young man, clean shaven, well
dressed and muscular.
The [Joint of the advertisement is lost in the image of the
young man.
The message is clear: This is
what success looks like, and it

Is a stereotype that can only be
ascribed to a marginal population ol males.
There is a sudden rising pressure on males to be "beautiful,"
and body concerns are being
perpetuated by advertisements
that focus in on chiseled bodies,
sculpted abs and powerful amis.
These advertisements lalsely
depict the male form, forcefully encouraging men today to
become these "super-human"
body builders.
Females are no longer the
only individuals suffering
from a societal demand to be
physically perfect.
lliere are copious amounts
of social issues that this country could be worrying about
— energy policies, childhood
poverty, our incredible budget
deficit — and yet the only thing
that remains the priority is our
unfailing narcissism, craving to
be the most beautiful nation.
Males seem to be enduring
an equal amount of pressure
from marketing companies as
are females to strive for "the
plastic fantasy" of the Barbie
and Ken lifestyle.
After such scrutiny of the
advertisement industry, Barbie
seems to have finally lost her
See ALLY | Page 5

SPEAK YOUR MIND
Got something you want to say about an opinion column or news story?
Here's how to get in touch with us for letters to the editor:
■ E-mail us at thenews<?»bgnewscom.
■ Drop a note into our new comment box at the Union Information
Center.
■ Call us at 419-572-6966.
■ Come to our newsroom in 210 West HaH.

If I could find a time machine, I
would go back and study abroad
"College might be the best time to spend
quality time abroad. For many of us, it is
now or once we retire"
"(let out the map. get out Ihe
map and lay your finger anywhere down." The Indigo Girls
So I thought my editor
would probably want me to
get back to what I told him my
"niche" would he; Wisdom for
college students from a graduate student with a decade of
real world experience.
One thing I wish I had done
in college or before I was saddled with commitments was
study or travel abroad.
I was reminded of this
recently as I read the novel
"Prague," about a group of
young American expatriates
In Europe during the fall of
the Soviet Union and talking
to an old University friend
who did a fellowship in
London the summer before
our senior year.
Starting out undergrad.
studying or maybe interning
abroad was one of my vague
goals. I at least wanted to do
the stereotypical backpack,
or at least Eurorail, around
Europe before joining the
real world.
1 did not pursue it for a
couple of reasons.
For me, being in school here
with my friends and activities was so much fun 1 did not
want to leave. I did not want to
miss anything here.
I also did not think I had the

MONDAY IN FORUM
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Le'Marqunita Lowe.
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money to do it. I always
worked like a madman during
summers off.
Both of my reasons for not
doing it still make sense, but
perhaps it would have been
good to step back and do some
research before writing it off.
College might be the best
time to spend quality time
abroad, For many of us, it is
now or once we retire.
Once you graduate and start
working, you will likely have a
few weeks of vacation a year.
You might use a week of those
days for day trips or honeydo projects. A trip to Europe
or Australia gets a lot more
expensive when you factor in
a spouse or kids. Also, how
much can you really see and
truly experience in 10 days on
a guided tour?
Why not lake classes or
do an internship that counts
toward your degree or gains
you valuable experience?
Depending on where you go,
you may or may not even need
io know the local language.
While I never did it. I know
several people who did and
are glad they did.
A cousin took classes and
taught English in South Korea.
I le was a minor celebrity
there, a 6'3" football player
from southern California.
His brother took another
route. Fed up with his sales
job, he quit and bartended in
Ireland for a few months.
Another friend studied in
China. I have a cool wallhanging and completely
insane Mao lighter that looks
and sounds like a jet engine
from her trip. (I caution
against one of her side adventures: dating her Chinese professor, probably a bad idea in
Asia or any other continent.)
Another friend interned

in Australia while in graduate school. That may be the
most ideal time to find an
internship abroad according
to the University's ("enter for
International Programs. If you
have interest in traveling while
in school, call the Center.
The University has a goal
of having 10 percent of its
students study abroad by
2010. Usually you can find
financial aid, such as loans,
fellowships, scholarships or
even a job. There also is a lol
of information at: http://www.
princetonreview.com/college/
research/articles/abroad.
If you are not able to study
abroad, make it a priority to
travel before the commitments start piling up.
Another friend knew he
was headed to law school
in the fall so he took the job
be hated and shoved it and
went to Europe for a month,
a trip he had talked about for
a decade but finally had an
opportunity to do.
He played guitar in hostels
in Ireland and even got arrested in Prague. He knew after
law school he would not have
the time to just float around
for a month. Fortunately, he
also had the extra cash to
indulge his dream.
A guy I work with has the
right idea. He has money
deposited directly into a
European trip fund each
week.
He and his girlfriend want
to go there in the next few
years, before they have kids
and full-time careers and
commitments.
Of course, there are always
exceptions.
Another friend is a government contractor with about
SeeWRAY|Page5
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
ate generally to be fewer than 500
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ien i IOOK in the mirror, I
recognize the person looking back
"By not being yourself you are assuming
you know already that he or she would not
accept you for who you are "
Our society places great
emphasis on individuality. We
are encouraged to express our
unique selves, and to pursue our
personal aspirations and beliefs.
I believe that in most friendships or relationships each
person desires this individuality for the other as well as for
him or herself. They want to be
true to who they are, and for
the other person to recognize
and accept them for those very
qualities. Likewise, they want
to know who the other person
is, not a character they are
good at portraying.
There is, however, a catch to
being unique, to being open
with another. In my experience
there are times where being
yourself is inconvenient. In
certain situations it seems as
though being who you are may
hinder you from progressing
with another person. 'Phis is
especially true, but not limited
to, relationships.
Often when you meet someone you are attracted to, you
get the usual nervous butterflies and the extremely shy
or exaggerated interactions. A
determination is usually made,
one that defines who that
person is compatible with and
what they expect from their significant other.
This is when a person begins
to tread onto dangerous
ground. Because they want
the other individual to share
the same attraction, they may
"tweak" who they are in order
to become who they believe the
other person would want.
It may start out doing small
things, like laughing at a joke
you really do not think is funny.

WARTHER
From Page 4

fundamental values that their
parents are responsible for
instilling in them.
And instead of these parents
instilling them, they are at
work while I get to deal with
sitting out their child for half
the day.
What really infuriates me is
how some argue that both parents need to work in order for
the family to survive.
I know that the economy
is slipping but how do we not
place more of a focus on our
kids than on keeping up with
all the material possessions?
1 was fortunate to have a
mother who was able to stay at
home and interact with myself
and my brother.
Even after my parents got
divorced, my mom would only
work a job that was during the
hours that we were at school,
even though this meant low
income (which, when combined with a non-support paying father sometimes meant

or accepting certain behaviors
that would normally be considered disrespectful. However,
small changes to your character
or personality, more often than
not, grow into larger compromises. You begin to become
another person.
During this stage when both
individuals are getting to know
each other, it is especially
harmful to compromise who
you are. The reasons for this
being that neither you nor the
other person really knows who
each other are. If you start off
being someone else, how will
they ever know you?
One may think that they
should be who the other
person wants, just until they
have them "hooked." Perhaps
then, one might think, they
can slowly break the other in
to getting to know who they
really are. This idea, sadly, is
not implausible. Nevertheless,
you are not guaranteed the
amount of time you may need
for this "breaking-in" process.
Furthermore, you may squander the potential relationship
because of this fake identity,
and there are few things more
frustrating than losing someone under false pretenses.
I. unfortunately, came to this
realization after the chance to
make any changes had passed.
Thus, I not only lost someone I
cared for, but when considering
our relationship I found that
I did not even recognize the
woman I had been for the past
few months.
There is certain desperation
that partners with a situation
as this one. On the one hand
you helplessly wish to go back
in time and stop yourself

from pretending. You are able
to replay moments and ask
yourself, "What was I thinking?" But there is also the part
of you that wracks your brain
trying to think if even for one
instance, you were yourself
with that person. And, if so,
was it enough? Would circumstances have been different
had you remained true to
your character?
I, personally, would love to
say no. It would be comforting
to tell myself that nothing could
have changed the outcome. But
I cannot answer with certainty,
because how could I know?
Compromising your identity
is degrading to yourself as well
as the other person. By not
being yourself you are assuming you know already that he
or she would not accept you
for who you are. There are two
details very wrong with this
logic. One, you should not be
with a person who does not
care about you because of who
you are. You should never feel
uncomfortable being yourself
around someone. Also, since
you are not in fact the other
person, you really have no
means of determining who
they would and would not like,
nor should you be the judge
of it.
Some people you will be
attracted to are not going to
like you for who you are. The
question is, would you rather
lose someone because they are
not right for you, or have that
person because you are good at
being someone you're not?
—Respond to less at
ilienews@bgiieivs.com.

"What really infuriates me is how some
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WRAY
From Page 4

six weeks of vacation a year,
is single, and has loads of disposable income. She's been to
France and India in the past six
months and is planning to go
to Argentina and Africa in the
next year.
My advice is consider it now
while in school or before you get
tied down.
But watch your bags. You
don't want to end up in the
"Brokedown Palace" with Claire
Danes or tripping yourself into
a video game like l.eo in "The
Beach."
—Respotul lo Brandon's column
al theneivs&bgnews.com.

BLANKARTZ
From Page 4

voice.
Unfortunately women are still
being subjected and men are
still being raised to unreachable
palisades.
We are only human, though, so
our desires will remain unquenchable and our lusts ever waxing
and waning. Barbie and Ken will
retain their painted smiles, perfect
postures and permanent underwear, always an unreachable goal
of plastic perfection.
Ironically, we poke fun at
people who are "fake" in nature,
we call them "plastic," but two
weeks later and it's off to Silicone
Valley to obtain a whole galaxy
of implants to make us younger
or firmer, a futile step towards
perfection.
Perhaps then Barbie has had
the last laugh, because she was
made plastic and we condemn
her for that yet we spend all our
money and energy trying to be
like hen cold, shiny, plastic.
— Respond to Ally al
tlieneivs@bgneivs.com.

WEVEGOTABLOG!
Check out your favorite Forum
columnists, unhinged and
online, reasoned and ranting:
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Create and solve your
Sudoku puzzles for FREE.
Play,more Sudoitu and win prim at:

PRIZESUDOKUM
Quote of
the day...

"lam very excited. Ryan hasn't made a sate
yet. But more importantly, he hasn 7 made an
ally. Is he gonna be a slacker, loser wise-ass
like Jim was? Or is he gonna join the Dwight
army of champions?" - Dwight Shrute

bgncwsforum.blogspot.com

argue that both parents need to work in
order for the family to survive."
sleeping by the fireplace in the
winter).
But even with the downsides,
I feel that these sacrifices were
worth it. I intend to give my
children this benefit too.
Yes, I am in college accumulating massive amounts of debt
for a degree that, depending
on when/if I get married and
when/if 1 have children, I may
not use till later in life or even
not at all. So, one might ask
why 1 bothered coming here in
the first place.
To me, the education of our
children is the most important
task that we have.
I feel that 1 will be better prepared and more rounded with
higher education.
So to me, these years are not
a waste if 1 have children and
cannot work in my field.
They are experiences that
I will be able to share and

situations that I will be able to
understand when they make it
to this point in their lives.
And while maybe the College
Republicans come off as attention-seeking, the real importance is that they got some
people to think.
Perhaps anti-feminism
was not the correct branding
for their sale, but the point
remains.
Stay-at-home parents are
under-appreciated and underrespected champions of the
next generation's lives and this
continues as long as we tell our
children that they need to keep
up with the neighbors no matter what the cost.

IF ONLY GETTING OUT OF
SCHOOL WERE AS EASY AS
GETTING INTO A NEW NISSAN.

Nissan Motor
Acceptance Corporation

You d*d it You made il through the hard limes
al college. Now. hem's your reward and
unlike most things m life, it's pretty easy to
obtain. Boforc your commencement
ceremony, take a test drive m a new Nrvwn.
N s.sv(n Motor An *>p*anoe Corporator I
unique S^naf(/n?GRADUATI
Program kx qua ided new college grad
You'll either qet a terrific, tow rate on a
NISSAN VERSA

—Warther is a freshman
majoring in environmental science. Respond to her column at
theneivs&bgnetvs.com.

purchase or a waived security deposit it you
want to leaso Rus. quairfed buyers who
purchase may have thcr first payment deferred
for 90 days". Al you need to do is confrrn
that you'll he a college graduate in the i ■
months or have graduated
w<h»i the a^l 24 months -•"-I <rve proof of
t*npl< ;-,
11 II dnve away
in your very own. brand new Nissan. Coistder
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NISSAN SENTRA

GREAT LOCATIONS
EFFICIENCIES- at 451 Thurstin across from Offenhauer.
$750 for the summer, deposit $225. One person only
ONE BEDROOMS- Several locations. $785 for the summer,
deposit $225. One person only
TWO BEDROOMS-Several locations. $950 for the summer,
deposit $225. Two person limit.
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Renttl Office 419-354-2260
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www.johnnewlover6aleetato.com

"We've got a place for everyone!'

it a graduation from excellence.. to exceilonoo.

500 CASH BACK'

90 DAY
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ONLY AT
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Funeral disrupted by suicide bomber,
adds to increase of violence in Iraq
By LM K.ath
The Associated Press
UA( il IDAI) — A suicide bomber
struck the funeral of two Sutiiii
tribesmen who joined forces
againsi al-Qeida in Iraq, killing
at least SO people yesterday and
reinforcing fears that insurgents
are hitting back alter Americanled crackdowns.
The sudden spike in blood
shed this week adds to the other
isorrics now piling up in Iraq:
violent rivalries among Shiites
and persistent cracks In (he Iraqi

security forces.
Violence across the country has declined since seven
months ago. including dramatic
suicide bombings like yesterday's funeral attack. American
Officials credit the change to the
U.S. troop buildup and the rise
Of Sunn! tribal groups known as
Awakening Councils that have
turned against al-Qaida-linked
militants. A truce called last year
byanti-U.S.ShiiteclericMuqtada

al-Sadr has also helped.
Hut the new bloodshed highlights how fragile those gains
are.
Yesterday's attack happened
in the town of Albn Mohammad,
about 90 miles north of Baghdad.
A suicide bomber dressed In
traditional Arab robes passed
unsearched by guards into a tent
of mourners. The occasion was
a funeral for two brothers who

belonged to the local Awakening
Council and who were killed in
an attack a day earlier.
The bomber detonated explosives st rapped to his body, killing
at least 30 people and wounding
do/ens more, said police in the
nearby city of Kirkuk.
"I first heard a thunderous
explosion and when I turned my
eyes to the tent I saw fire and
smoke coming out," said Sheik
Omar al-Azawi, an Awakening
Council member who arrived at
the funeral just before the blast.
Panicked people were jumping
anil running on all sides."

DESTRUCTION: Residents observe the scene of an overnight airstnke m Baghdad. Iraq.
yesterday. U.S. helicopters struck a residential complex in Habibiyah. a Shnte dominated area
on the edge of the militia stronghold of Sadr City, killing two civilians and wounding six
others, police said.
Insurgents also struck against
Awakening Council members in
Baghdad yesterday. Two council
members were gunned down in
the Sunni district of Azamiyah.
I lours later in the same area, five
council members and a civilian

were killed by a roadside bomb.
And the head of the Awakening
ConnciI i n thesouthern Baghdad
area of Dora was killed by gunmen who sprayed his car with
bullets, also wounding his son,
police said.
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MorganTsvangirai fights for
presidency of Africa
By Donna Bryson
The Associated Press

in;; the results
to stay in power
after a campaign
that focused on
Zimbabwe's
shell-shocked
economy.
There
has Morgan
been talk of a Tsvangirai
recount or a runLeader of
off. But Mugabe
could well sim- Zimbabwes
ply continue to opposition
suppress
the Movement for
results and cling Democralk
to power.
Change
II u ma n
rights
groups
report increasing violence
against Tsvangirai's supporters.
Zimbabwe Doctors for Human
Rights said Tuesday its members had treated more than 150
cases of injuries consistent with
assault and torture since the
March 29 poll, Including a rash
of recent ones linked to a crackdown sparked by the opposition's call for a stay-away from
work protest.

JOHANNESBURG, South Africa
— Protests are fizzling at home,
and his efforts to rally the world
to the cause of democracy in
Zimbabwe are being stymied by
fellow Africans.
Morgan Tsvangirai—who has
been beaten, accused of treason
and nearly killed since founding
Zimbabwe's main opposition
movement in 1999 — wouldn't
hazard a guess as to when the
crisis over an election he says he
won will be resolved.
If he knew who could persuade Zimbabwean President
Rolxrt Mugabe to step down,
he said in an interview with The
Associated Press, "certainly that
person should be contacted
immediately."
Nearly three weeks have
passed since the presidential
vote. No official results have
been released, and the opposition, which says Tsvangirai won.
accuses Mugabe of withhold

BUCKEYE
SELF - STORAGE
Near Campus
Low Rates

Don't Make Extra Work
Leave Your "Things"!

Open 24 Hours
Clean

SK**

Many Sizes
*

Call Today to
Reserve Unii
352"1 5^0

1740 East Wooster Street
Bowling Green. OH 43402
www buckeyeinnandstudios com

^p>ecia( Offer
Coming to BGSU:

Microsoft
xchange
What is Microsoft
Exchange?
A server-based messaging ■
system that provides access
to electronic mail, shared
calendaring and scheduling,
and other collaborative
services.

BGSU will transition from the current
email system and Meeting Maker to
Microsoft Exchange during the first half
of 2008.

What is Outlook?
An email client for Microsoft
Windows and Vista users to
access the electronic mail
and calendaring features
provided by Microsoft
Exchange servers.

Check the Microsoft Exchange project Web site
www.bgsu.edu/exchange for details on the project
including:
> Migration Details

What is Entourage?
An email client for Macintosh
users that allows OS X
users to access email and
calendar features.
What is Outlook Web
Access (OWA)?
A Microsoft Web-based email
client that offers access to
email and calendar features
via a Web interface that
closely'matches the features
and appearance of Outlook.

Users will then be able to access their email and
calendar using Microsoft Outlook 2007 (for Windows
users), Entourage 2008 (for Macintosh users) or the
Outlook Web Access (OWA) interface for Web users.

> FAQ's

> "Rumor Mill" link to submit questions regarding
the project
> Migration Guides
> Links to Self-help pages and Quick Reference
Guides
Continuing and Extended Education will be
offering training sessions on Exchange. Registration
information is available at http://ctc.bgsu.edu/
exchange
For faculty and staff the migration process will begin
by the user receiving notification of their migration
date in an email message sent to their BGNet email
account a minimum of two weeks prior to their
migration date.
Any student who is interested in volunteering to
move to the new system may register for a date to
migrate by selecting the "Exchange Volunteer Form"
found under the Misc Services heading under
MyServices in MyBGSU.

BGSU
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STATE

UNIVERSITY

AMINITliS: washer/dryer,
microwave, gas log fireplace,
2 car garage, walk in closets,
large yard
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Howard's Club H
Saturday at 9 p.m.,
Howard's will host the
1st Ever Outside Event.
Featured jam band
Ekoostik Hookah from
Columbus will play their
first parking lot show. Cost
is $12.

TOLEDO AREA
Rodney
Carrington
Saturday at 7 pm.
recording artist and comedian Rodney Carrington
will perform at the
Stranahan Theater. Tickets
are available at
ticketmaster.com.

Mike Armstrong
At 1030 p.m. on Friday.
Connxtions Comedy Club
will host a special show
featuring ex-cop Mike
Armstrong, straight from
The Bob & Tom Show. He
has appeared on Comedy
Central. TNN and Fox.
Tickets are $15 each.

ELSEWHERE
Grind
On Friday at 9 p.m., visit
Traffic Nightclub in the
Warehouse District in
Cleveland to attend the
club's most high profile
monthly party. No cover
before 11 p.m.

Sprint Car Races
At the Attica Raceway
Park at 9 p.m. on Friday,
witness the R&R Wrecking
HD Supply night at this
week's sprint car races.
Featuring Dirt Trucks and
UMPARP Late Models.
Tickets are $14 for adults.

THEY SAID IT

Open
wide for
South Side

If you haven't heard alxiut South
Side 6. it's because it's hard to talk
with a mouth full of f<x>d.
The small party store on South
Main Street celebrates even' day
with an awesome special, but
it's the gyros that really put the
party in the store — and then
your mouth.
It doesn't look like much
from the outside, and that's OK,
because once you set foot in the
parking lot your nose will quickly
dismiss your eyes.
And inside is a spectacular
scene. Three giant roasts twirl elegantly on the vertical gyro grills
like three bountiful ballerinas.
The owner, So, shaves off caramelized strips of either chicken
or beef and hands them off to
his faithful gyro technician, Abod,
who tightly wraps each gyro with
lettuce, onion, tomato and plenty
of cucumber sauce. And how
much do I owe? If it's Thursday,
only $1.99.
The owner. So, was born in
the U.S. but raised in Lebanon
where he learned all about
authentic Lebanese cuisine
— Fattush, Taboli, Shish Kabob,
Hummus, Chicken Shawarma
and Baklava. It's all there, even
his American side.
The gigantic Route 25 Burger is
almost as satisfying, but falls short
to the gyro. And I think it's because
the gyro stays with you all day long.
Spicy little burps act as pleasant
reminders of the delicious meal
you made love to earlier. If you
have a date later, make sure they
eat one too.

■

■

■.•
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NIGHT OF A LIFETIME: Donna, played by Brittany Snow, figures out the identity of an obsessed killer on her prom night who was
responsible for a tragedy from ber past.

'Prom Night' horrors create horrible re-make
By Aaron H.lff.rich
Movie Reviewe'

You have heard of films like
"Halloween" and "The Texas
Chainsaw Massacre." These
are merely two of the classic
films that have been made
into the less inspiring, but
inevitable remakes of today.
Did you know that the hockey
masked killer named lason
from "Friday the 13th" will
be joining the ranks soon
as well? Better yet, do you
remember the one called
"Prom Night"?
Like its 1980s copy, 2008s
"Prom Night" begins like any
other teenage horror film. We
are introduced to our attractive, but innocent main character named Donna (Brittany
Snow) and her promiscuous
group of friends. We already

"Three years ago... a high school teacher
got obsessed with a female student.
He went psycho. He's been in a maximum
security prison until three days ago."
•■

IWI

know the inevitable is chaos, the development of the
but this time the scenario for plot, the filmmakers spoonterror is theyounggirls'senior feed the entire list of clues
Prom night. As we guessed. within the first five minutes.
Donna is about to come face Therefore, we immediately
to face with a nightmare on know that the man who just
what should be the night of recently escaped from prison
her dreams.
is the same man who murIf unfolding the plot of a dered Donna's family three
story was a game between the years ago because of a twistaudience and the film, the ed sexual obsession he has
audience would have had the with her. Now. with a name, a
upper hand over "Prom Night" motive, and even a face, our
from scene one. Instead of
See PROM | Page 8
involving the audience with
By Alton O'Neill
Pulse Reporter

"Giving up
smoking is the
easiest thing in
the world. I know
because I've done

If you're looking for a one-day getaway full of food and shopping to escape the end of
the semester stresses, then look no further than Ann Arbor, Michigan. It is only an hour
drive north of Bowling Green (if you pass the sign that says "Prison Area, Do Not Pick Up
Hitchhikers" then you're on the right path) to the city that is home to the University of
Michigan and one of the greatest shopping conglomerations around.
Food and shopping combine effortlessly on South Main Street in Ann Arbor where picturesque lights line the street and people casually wander in and out of stores and restaurants.
Crazy Wisdom Bookstore & Tea Room is a must-see shop on Ann Arbor's South Main
Street, teaming with books and other new-age type merchandise. The fust floor of the

it thousands of

See SHOPPING | Page 8

times"
-Mark Twain
CRAZY WISDOM BOOKSTORE 4 TEA ROOM

VAUT OF MIDNIGHT COMIC BOOKS AND STUFF
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MorganTsvangirai fights for
presidency of Africa

Funeral disrupted by suicide bomber,
adds to increase of violence in Iraq
By L.. K..th
The Associated Press

BAGHDAD — A suicide bomber
struck the funeral of two Sunni
tribesmen who joined forces
against al-Qaida in Iraq, killing
at least 50 people yesterday and
reinforcing fears that insurgents
are hitting back after Americanled crackdowns.
The sudden spike in bloodshed this week adds to the other
worries now piling up in Iraq:
violent rivalries among Shiites
and persistent cracks in the Iraqi
security forces.
Violence across the country has declined since seven
months ago, including dramatic
suicide bombings like yesterday's funeral attack. American
officials credit the change to the
U.S. troop buildup and the rise
of Sunni tribal groups known as
Awakening Councils that have
turned against al-Qaida-linked
militants. A truce called last year
byanti-U.S.ShiiteclericMuqtada

al-Sadr has also helped.
But the new bloodshed highlights how fragile those gains
are.
Yesterday's attack happened
in the town of Albu Mohammad,
about 90 miles north of Baghdad.
A suicide bomber dressed in
traditional Arab robes passed
unsearched by guards into a tent
of mourners. The occasion was
a funeral for two brothers who
belonged to the local Awakening
Council and who were killed in
an attack a day earlier.
The bomber detonated explosives strapped tohis body, killing
at least 50 people and wounding
dozens more, said police in the
nearby city of Kirkuk.
"1 first heard a thunderous
explosion and when I turned my
eyes to the tent I saw fire and
smoke coming out," said Sheik
Omar al-Azawi, an Awakening
Council member who arrived at
tin1 funeral just before the blast.
"Panicked people were jumping
and running on all sides."

1

By Donna Bryson

ing the results
to stay in power
after a campaign
that focused on
Zimbabwe's
shell-shocked
economy.
There
has Morgan
been talk of a Tsvangirai
recount or a run- Leader of
off. But Mugabe
could well sim- Zimbabwes
ply continue to opposition
suppress
the Movement fot
results and cling Democratic
to power.
Change
Human
rights groups
report increasing violence
against Tsvangjrai's supporters.
Zimbabwe Doctors for Human
Rights said TUesday its members had treated more than 150
cases of injuries consistent with
assault and torture since the
March 29 poll, including a rash
of recent ones linked to a crackdown sparked by the opposition's call for a stay-away from
work protest.

The Associated Press

KARIMKADtM

AP PHOTO

DESTRUCTION: Residents observe the scene of an overnight airstrike in Baghdad, Iraq,
yesterday. U.S. helicopters struck a residential complex in Habibiyah. a Shiite dominated area
on the edge of the militia stronghold of Sadr City, killing two civilians and wounding six
others, police said

Insurgents also struck against
Awakening Council members in
Baghdad yesterday. Two council
members were gunned down in
the Sunni district of Azamiyah.
I lours later in the same area, five
council members and a civilian

were killed by a roadside bomb.
And the head of the Awakening
Councilinthesouthern Baghdad
area of Dora was killed by gunmen who sprayed his car with
bullets, also wounding his son,
police said.

JOHANNESBURG, South Africa
— Protests are fizzling at home,
and his efforts to rally the world
to the cause of democracy in
Zimbabwe are being stymied by
fellow Africans.
Morgan Tsvangirai—who has
been beaten, accused of treason
and nearly killed since founding
Zimbabwe's main opposition
movement in 1999 — wouldn't
hazard a guess as to when the
crisis over an election he says he
won will be resolved.
If he knew who could persuade Zimbabwean President
Robert Mugabe to step down,
he said in an interview with The
Associated Press, "certainly that
person should be contacted
immediately."
Nearly three weeks have
passed since the presidential
vote. No official results have
been released, and the opposition, which says Tsvangirai won,
accuses Mugabe of withhold-
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Coming to B G S U:

M icrosoft
xchange
®

What is Microsoft
Exchange?
A server-based messaging •
system that provides access
to electronic mail, shared
calendaring and scheduling,
and other collaborative
services.

BGSU will transition from the current
email system and Meeting Maker to
Microsoft Exchange during the first half
of 2008.
Users will then be able to access their email and
calendar using Microsoft Outlook 2007 (for Windows
users), Entourage 2008 (for Macintosh users) or the
Outlook Web Access (OWA) interface for Web users.

rnKmrnmumoomk

What is Outlook?
An email client for Microsoft
Windows and Vista users to
access the electronic mail
and calendaring features
provided by Microsoft
Exchange servers.

Check the Microsoft Exchange project Web site
www.bgsu.edu/exchange for details on the project
including:
> Migration Details
> FAQ's
> "Rumor Mill" link to submit questions regarding
the project
> Migration Guides
> Links to Self-help pages and Quick Reference
Guides

UETSTMK^^urn:

What is Entourage?
An email client for Macintosh
users that allows OS X
users to access email and
calendar features.
What is Outlook Web
Access (OWA)?
A Microsoft Web-based email
client that offers access to
email and calendar features
via a Web interface that
closely'matches the features
and appearance of Outlook.

Pre* Mb) ■<■

.OWN ....«...«

Continuing and Extended Education will be
offering training sessions on Exchange. Registration
information is available at http://ctc.bgsu.edu/
exchange.
For faculty and staff the migration process will begin
by the user receiving notification of their migration
date in an email message sent to their BGNet email
account a minimum of two weeks prior to their
migration date.
Any student who is interested in volunteering to
move to the new system may register for a date to
migrate by selecting the "Exchange Volunteer Form"
found under the Misc Services heading under
MyServices in MyBGSU.
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Sunday Matinees
On Sunday at 3 p.m.,
The University's Sunday
Matinees will host a "Fun
Fest of Classic Comedy
Shorts and Cartoons" in
the Gish Film Theater.
Featuring a rare Dr. Seuss
animated puppet cartoon
and a Laurel and Hardy
short among others. Free.

Howard's Club H
Saturday at 9 p.m..
Howard's will host the
1st Ever Outside Event
Featured jam band
Ekoostik Hookah (rom
Columbus will play their
first parking lot show. Cost
is $12.

I

TOLEDO AREA
Rodney
Carrington
Saturday at 7 p.m..
recording artist and comedian Rodney Carrington
will perform at the
Stranahan Theater. Tickets
are available at
ticketmaster.com.

Mike Armstrong
At 1030 p.m. on Friday.
Connxtions Comedy Club
will host a special show
featuring ex-cop Mike
Armstrong, straight from
The Bob & Tom Show. He
has appeared on Comedy
Centtal, TNN and Fox.
Tickets are $15 each.

ELSEWHERE
Grind
On Friday at 9 p.m., visit
Traffic Nightclub in the
Warehouse District in
Cleveland to attend the
club's most high profile
monthly party. No cover
before 11 p.m.

Sprint Car Races
At the Attica Raceway
Park at 9 p.m. on Friday,
witness the R&R Wrecking
HD Supply night at this
week's sprint car races.
Featuring Dirt Trucks and
UMPARPLate Models.
Tickets are $14 for adults.

THEY SAID IT

IH.II

kind I \M I7'l lias

IMVII

going through a ineta

niorphosis sine*' forming al a local church in 2002. I1H'
Christian members |>erfomi worship songs, cmers and
original malerial, yel some ol ihe bond males an' no)
inlinh confklcul if llic hand's gena1 should include
I liiklian in its tillc.
When plaiingthi' religious adjective in front of genres
MI. h .is rock ami nop, hlurry distinctions can IIMIII
between niainslream and Christian music, as well as
Mtttti (he artists wliose music is considered one or the
oilier.
Chris Dilhonc, lead singer and guilar player, says rail
lug I \ii [79 a Christian nick hand can lead to certain
expectations from tans WIHI know they an' listening to
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Open
wide for
South Side

If you haven't heard about South
Side 6, it's because it's hard to talk
with a mouth full of food.
The small party store on South
Main Street celebrates every day
with an awesome special, but
it's the gyros that really put the
party in the store — and then
your mouth.
It doesn't look like much
from the outside, and that's OK,
because once you set foot in the
parking lot your nose will quickly
dismiss your eyes.
And inside is a spectacular
scene. Three giant roasts twirl elegantly on the vertical gyro grills
like three bountiful ballerinas.
The owner, So, shaves off caramelized strips of either chicken
or beef and hands them off to
his faithful gyro technician, Abod,
who tightly wraps each gyro with
lettuce, onion, tomato and plenty
of cucumber sauce. And how
much do 1 owe? If it's Thursday,
only $1.99.
The owner, So, was born in
the U.S. but raised in Lebanon
where he learned all about
authentic Lebanese cuisine
— Fattush, Taboli, Shish Kabob,
Hummus, Chicken Shawarma
and Baklava. It's all there, even
his American side.
The gigantic Route 25 Burger is
almost as satisfying, but falls short
to die gyro. And 1 think it's because
the gyro stays with you all day long.
Spicy little burps act as pleasant
reminders of the delirious meal
you made love to earlier. If you
lave a date later, make sure they
eat one too.

NIGHT OF A LIFETIME: Donna, played by Brittany Snow, figures out the identity of an obsessed killer on her prom night who was
responsible for a tragedy from net past

'Prom Night' horrors create horrible re-make
By Aaron H.lff.rich
'Aovie■RKeviewer

You have heard of films like
"Halloween" and "The Texas
Chainsaw Massacre." These
are merely two of the classic
films that have been made
into the less inspiring, but
inevitable remakes of today.
Did you know that the hockey
masked killer named lason
from "Friday the 13th" will
be joining the ranks soon
as well? Better yet, do you
remember the one called
"Prom Night"?
Like its 1980s copy, 2008s
"Prom Night" begins like any
other teenage horror film. We
are introduced to our attractive, but innocent main character named Donna (Brittany
Snow) and her promiscuous
group of friends. We already

"Three years ago... a high school teacher
got obsessed with a female student.
He went psycho. He's been in a maximum
security prison until three days ago."
Officer Shawn | "Prom Night"

know the inevitable is chaos, the development of the
but this time the scenario for plot, the filmmakers spoonterror is theyounggirls' senior feed the entire list of clues
Prom night. As we guessed, within the first five minutes.
Donna is about to come face Therefore, we immediately
to face with a nightmare on know that the man who just
what should be the night of recently escaped from prison
her dreams.
is the same man who murIf unfolding the plot of a dered Donna's family three
story was a game between the years ago because of a twistaudience and the film, the ed sexual obsession he has
audience would have had the with her. Now, with a name, a
upper hand over" Prom Night" motive, and even a face, our
from scene one. Instead of
See PROM | Page 8
involving the audience with
ByAII.uON.lll
Pulse Reporter

"Giving up
smoking is the
easiest thing in
the world. I know
because I've done
it thousands of
times"
•Mark Twain

If you're looking for a one-day getaway full of food and shopping to escape the end of
the semester stresses, then look no further than Ann Arbor, Michigan. It is only an hour
drive north of Bowling Green (if you pass the sign that says "Prison Area, Do Not Pick Up
Hitchhikers" then you're on the right path) to the city that is home to the University of
Michigan and one of the greatest shopping conglomerations around.
Food and shopping combine effortlessly on South Main Street in Ann Arbor where pictiuesque lights line the street and people casually wander in and out of stores and restaurants.
i lazy Wisdom Bookstore & Tea Room is a must-see shop on Ann Arbor's South Main
Street, teaming with books and other new-age type merchandise. The first floor of the
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Funeral disrupted by suicide bomber,
adds to increase of violence in Iraq
By Lee Keith

BAGHDAD
\ suicide bombei
siruck the Funeral ol two Sunnl
tribesmen who joined Forces
against ,il Qaida in Iraq, killing
.11 least 50 people yesterday and
reinforcing fears that insurgents
arc Inning back aftei \merican
led crackdowns.
The sudden spike in bloodshed this week adds to the other
worries now piling up in Iraq:
violent rivalries among Shiites
and persistent crai ks in the Iraqi
security forces.
Violence across the country lias declined since seven
months ago. in< ludingdramatic
suicide bombings like yestet
daj s funeral attack, American
officials credit the change to the
U.S. troop buildup and the use
cit Sunni tribal groups known as
Vwakening Councils that have
turned against al-Qaida linked
militants. A uu< e called last yeai
byanti U.S.Shiiteclerii Muqtada

al-Sadr has also helped.
Kui the new bloodshed highlights how fragile those gains
are.
Yesterday's attack happened
in the town of Albu Mohammad,
about 90 miles north ofBaghdad.
\ suit ide bombei dressed in
traditional Aral) robes passed
unsearchedbyguardsintoatent
cit mourners. I he occasion was
,i funeral fbi two brothers who
belonged to the local Awakening
Council and who were killed in
an attack a daj earlier.
The bombei detonated explosives strapped to his body, killing
,ii least 50 people and wounding
dii/ens more, said police in the
nearb) cityofKirkuk.
I lirsi heard a thunderous
explosion and when I turned my
eyes to the tent I saw fire and
smoke coming out," said sheik
Omai al-Azawi, .m Awakening
< ouncil member who arrived at
the funeral jusi before the blast.
Panicked people were jumping
and running on all sides.''

KABIMKADIM

MorganTsvangirai fights for
presidency of Africa
By Donna Bryson
The Associated Press

i'H

DESTRUCTION: RcsiOenls observe the scene of an overnight on strike in Baghdad. Iraq,
yesterday US. helicopters struck a residential complex In Habibiyah. a Shiite dominated area
on the edge of the militia stronghold of Sadr City, killing two civilians and wounding six
:e said

Insurgents also struck against
\wakening Council members in
Haghdad yesterday. Two council
members were gunned down in
the SLIIIIII district nl A/amiyah.
I lours later in the same area, five
council member, s and a civilian

were killed In a roadside bomb.
And the head of the Awaken inn
Coundlinthesout hern Baghdad
area of Dora was killed by nunmen who sprayed his car with
bullets, also wounding his son,
police said.

Ing the results

i

to slay in power
after a campaign
that focused on
Zi in ha hue's
shell-shocked
economy.
There
has Morgan
been talk of a Tsvangirai
recount or a run- Leader of
off. But Mugabe
could well sim- Zimbabwes
ply continue to opposition
suppress
the Movement for
results and cling Democratic
lo power.
Change
11 u m a n
rights
groups
report increasing violence
against Tsvangirai's supporters,
Zimbabwe Doctors for Human
Rights said Tuesday iis members h.ul treated more than ISO
. ases ol injuries consistent with
assault and torture since the
March 29 poll, including a rash
of recent ones linked to a i'rack
down sparked In the oppositions call for a stay-away from
work protest.

rOHANNESBURG, South Africa
— Protests are fizzling at home,
and his efforts to rally the world
ID the cause of democracy in
Zimbabwe are being stymied by
fellow Africans.
Morgan Tsvangirai—who has
been beaten, accused of treason
and nearly killed since founding
Zimbabwe's main opposition
movement in 1999 — wouldn't
hazard a guess as to when the
crisis over .m election he says he
won will be resolved.
II he knew who could persuade Zimbabwean President
Hubert Mugabe to step down,
he said in an inlet \ icw with The
Associated Press, 'certainly that
person should be contacted
immediately."
Nearly three weeks have
passed since the presidential
VOte. No official results have
been released, and the opposi
lion, which says I svangirai won.
accuses Mugabe of withhold
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^Special Offer
Coming to B G S U:

Microsoft
> Exchange
What is Microsoft
Exchange?
A server-based messaging •
system that provides access
to electronic mail, shared
calendaring and scheduling,
and other collaborative
services.

BGSU will transition from the current
email system and Meeting Maker to
Microsoft Exchange during the first half
of 2008.

What is Outlook?
An email client for Microsoft
Windows and Vista users to
access the electronic mail
and calendaring features
provided by Microsoft
Exchange servers.

Check the Microsoft Exchange project Web site
www.bgsu.edu/exchange for details on the project
including:
> Migration Details
> FAQ's
> "Rumor Mill" link to submit questions regarding
the project
> Migration Guides
> Links to Self-help pages and Quick Reference
Guides

What is Entourage?
An email client for Macintosh
users that allows OS X
users to access email and
calendar features.
What is Outlook Web
Access (OWA)?
A Microsoft Web-based email
client that offers access to
email and calendar features
via a Web interface that
closely matches the features
and appearance of Outlook.

Users will then be able to access their email and
calendar using Microsoft Outlook 2007 (for Windows
users), Entourage 2008 (for Macintosh users) or the
Outlook Web Access (OWA) interface for Web users.

Continuing and Extended Education will be
offering training sessions on Exchange. Registration
information is available at http://ctc.bgsu.edu/
exchange.
For faculty and staff the migration process will begin
by the user receiving notification of their migration
date in an email message sent to their BGNet email
account a minimum of two weeks prior to their
migration date.
Any student who is interested in volunteering to
move to the new system may register for a date to
migrate by selecting the "Exchange Volunteer Form"
found under the Misc Services heading under
MyServices in MyBGSU.

BGSU
BOWLING

GREEN

STATE

UNIVERSITY

AMENITIES: washer/dryer,
microwave, gas log fireplace,
2 car garage, walk in closets,
large yard

GREENBRIAR, INC.
(419) 352-0717
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WEEKEND PUNS
LOCAL
Sunday Matinees
On Sunday at 3 p.m..
The University's Sunday
Matinees will host a "Fun
Fest of Classic Comedy

i■

Shorts and Cartoons" in
the Gish Film Theater.
Featuring a rare Dr. Seuss
animated puppet cartoon
and a Laurel and Hardy
short among others. Free.

litoappiiyfciij^
Howard's Club H
Saturday at 9 p.m.,
Howard's will host the
1st Ever Outside Event.

in

,6Mythbusters, The Pulse tackles
stereotypes about Christian artists
and their music

Featured jam band
Ekoostik Hookah from
Columbus will play their

By Sarah Moor*
Ian* Pulse Edrtoi

first parking lot show. Cost
is $12.

TOLEDO AREA
Rodney
Carrington
Saturday at 7 p.m..
recording artist and comedian Rodney Carrington
will perform at the
Stranahan Theater. Tickets
are available at
ticketmaster.com.

Mike Armstrong
At 10:30 p.m. on Friday.
Connxtions Comedy Club
will host a special show
featuring ex-cop Mike
Armstrong, straight from
The Bob & Tom Show. He
has appeared on Comedy
Central. TNN and Fox.
Tickets are $15 each.

ELSEWHERE
Grind
On Friday at 9 p.m.. visit
Traffic Nightclub in the
Warehouse District in
Cleveland to attend the
clubs most high profile
monthly party. No cover
before 11 p.m.

Sprint Car Races
At the Attica Raceway
Park at 9 p.m. on Friday,
witness the R&R Wrecking
HD Supply night at this
week's sprint car races.
Featuring Dirt Trucks and
UMPARP Late Models.
Tickets are $14 for adults.

THEY SAID

Local band l-jtit 179 has been going through a nietaniorphosis since forming at a fcical church in 2002. The
Christian members perform worship songs, ewers and
original material, yet some of the band mates are not
entirely confident if the band's genre should Include
Christian in its title.
When placing the religious adjective in front of genres
such as rock and pop, blurry distinctions can result
between mainstream and Christian music, as well as
with the artists whose music is considered one or the
other.
Chris Dflbone, lead singer and guitar player, says calling Exit 179 a Christian rock band can lead to certain
expectations from fans who know they are listening to
See MYTH i Page 8

Open
wide for
South Side

If you haven't heard about South
Side (i. it's because it's hard to talk
with a mouth full of food.
The small party store on South
Main Street celebrates every day
with an awesome special, but
it's the gyros thai really put die
part)' in the store — and then
your mouth.
It doesn't look like much
from die outside, and that's OK,
because once you set foot in the
parking lot your nose will quickly
dismiss your eyes,
And inside is a spectacular
scene. Three giant roasts twirl ele
gantly on the vertical gyro grills
like three bountiful ballerinas.
The owner, So, shaves off caramelized strips of either chicken
or beef and hands them off to
his faithful gyro technician, Abod,
who tightly wraps each gyro with
lettuce, onion, tomato and plenty
of cucumber sauce, And how
much do I owe? If it's Thursday,
only SI.99.
The owner, So, was born in
the U.S. but raised in Lebanon
where he learned all about
authentic Lebanese cuisine
— Rattush, Taboli, ShisTi Kabob,
Hummus, Chicken Shawarma
and Baklava. It's all there, even
his American side.
The gigantic Route 25 Burger is
almost as satisfying, but falls short
to the gyro. And 1 think it's because
the gyro stays with you all day long.
Spicy little burps act as pleasant
reminders of the delicious meal
you made love to earlier. If you
have a date later, make sure they
eat one too.

NIGHT OF A LIFETIME: Donna, played by Bnttany Snow, figures out the identity of an obsessed Id
responsible for a tragedy from her past

'Prom Night' horrors create horrible re-make
By Aaron Helffarich
ie Reviewer
You have heard of films like
"Halloween' and "The Texas
Chainsau Massacre." rhese
are merely two of the classic
films that have been made
Into the less inspiring, but
inevitable remakes oi today.
Did you know that the hockey
masked killer named lason
from "Friday the 13th" will
be joining the ranks soon
as well? Better yet. do you
remember the one called
"Prom Night"?
Like its 1980s copy, 2008's
"Prom Night" begins like any
other teenage horror film. We
are introduced to our attractive, but innocent main character named Donna (Brittany
Snow) and her promiscuous
group of friends. We already

"Three years ago... a high school teacher
got obsessed with a female student.
He went psycho. He's been in a maximum
security prison until three days ago."
know the Inevitable is chaos,
but this time the scenario for
terror is the young girls'senior
Prom night. As we guessed,
Donna is about to come face
to face with a nightmare on
what should be the night ot
her dreams.
If unfolding the plot of a
story was a game between the
audience and the film, the
audience would have had the
upper hand over" Prom Night"
from scene one. Instead ol
involving the audience with

the development ol the
plot, the filmmakers spoon
feed the entire lisi of clues
within the first five minutes.
Therefore, we Immediately
know that the man who just
recently escaped from prison
is the same man who murdered Donna's family three
years ago because of a twisted sexual obsession he has
with her. Now, with a name, a
motive, and even a face, our
See MOM | Page 8

ByAlinaON.ill
Pulse Reporter

"Giving up
smoking is the
easiest thing in
the world. I know
because I've done
it thousands of

If you're looking for a one-day getaway full of food and shopping to escape the end of
the semester stresses, then look no further than Ann Arbor, Michigan. It is only an hour
drive north of Howling (irecn (if you pass the sign that says "Prison Area. Do Not lick I Ip
Hitchhikers" then you're on the right path) to the city that is home to the Universh) of
Michigan and one of the greatest shopping conglomerations around.
Pood and shopping combine effortlessly on South Main Street in Ann Arbor where picturesque lights line the street and people casualty wander in and out of Stores and restaurants.
Crazy Wisdom Bookstore & Tea Room is a must-see shop on Ann Arbor's South Main
Stn"et, teaming with books and other new age type merchandise. The first flooi of the
See SHOPPING I Page £

times"
-Mark Twain
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"One big
mainstream hit
and it can literally
change everything
you know."
Mark Gtaalman | Sanctus Real

i

MYTH
From Page 7
id rather see us as a bundi of
people thai are following lesus
and writing music thai has some
spiritual significance to it and let
people decide for themselves what
they think ahout it all," he said.
Yet Toledo-hased band Sanctus
Real ultimately considers themselves members of a Christian
band, and lias succeeded with
tour albums, six No, I songs and
a Dove award. Drummer Mark
(Jraalman, in a phone Interview;
said Sanctus Real does not conrite the Christian title a negative
characteristic, even though it may
be strange for a genre to l>c defined
by its faith.
I le says there would he main
more non-Christians who would
appreciate and enjoy Christian
music if they only gave it a chance
Misconceptions stem from the
public who think Christian musicis lame, hut he is confident to say
tlic majority oft hristian artists are
just as gcxxl at what they do as any
mainstream artist.
The term known as crossing
over, when Christian artists gear
their music toward the mainstream or vice versa, has become
popular throughout recent years.

Sometimes select Christian songs

are played on mainstream radio
stations, which potentially help
artists reach out to a crowd unsuspecting of its message amongst
airwave counterparts.
lobn Bovvlus, program director
at 90.1WXMI, the largest Christian
FM station in northwest Ohio,

kx)ks at specific criterion when
selecting songs for the station's
play lists The most prominent
characteristic he looks for comes
from the background of the artists
who have seared their music to
encourage the Christian message.
Howius is encouraged when
mainstream stations take a chance
on (Christian artists. I le also likes to
feature new songs at the station, but
he must lx' mindful of their messages at the same time. Performers
often sing about relationships, and
distinguishing between romantic
relationships and connect ions with
the Lord tiiiimateh determine how
songs are labeled.
Sometimes Top 40 artists who
are Christians can be met with
criticism and ridicule for not portraying inspirational messages in
their songs I or insiance, an article
in Collide Magazine featured Zach

Lind, drummer for band jimmy

lilt World, saying the music his
hand plays does not necessarily
revolve around Christian themes,
and he would rather not have a
Christian label attached to every-.
thing he does.
Popular Cuhurc professor Matt
Donahue even says the idea of
certain Christian genres can make
sonic listeners weary or unclear of

its intentions,
"I think that some feel that it is
strange that thea" is such a thing as
Christian rink, jus! in that rock 'n
roll has been so linked with the so
called sex. drugs and rock n roll'
lifestyle, that when artists play rock
thai is considered Christian, some
think it is Strange," he said.
However, crossing over to the
mainstream from the Christian
realm can bring bands to multi-

platinum success, such as the
case with former Christian band
Switchfoot. t u.ialni.in says it can
be an attractive idea to cross over,
but Sanctus Real stays grounded
by looking at the perspective of
what God wants them to do.
"I think as a hand we've very
much tried to stay away from not
looking at it in the sense of, 'If
we cross over we'll be way more
popular than ever before, and
we'll be way more rich than ever
before,"' he said. "But it's part of
the temptation factor, really. One
big mainstream hit and it can literair)' change everything you know."
But regardless of Exit 179's genre
title, the members of the band collectively have the goal of making
an impact with the spiritually significant material they have written. They especially wish to influence lives in club and bar settings,
where the atmosphere can be a
"dark and dreary place."
"People are kind of drowning their
sorrows and running away from
tilings in life, and if we can try to be
a little bit of encouragement and
light in a dark place, that's where we
want to be," Dilbonesaid.
Reaching out to those in dark places can happen by coinciduKic while
simply scanning though the radio
diaL 1 lowever. many may dick past
inspirational music stations upon
the sound of a song's first notes.
"If a person sains and only listens
for 10 minutes and says, 'Oh, that's
the Jesus station. I don't want to
listen to that,' then that's fine. That's
their prerogative," Bovvlus said.
After all, the messages of
Christian music will still be there
if and when listeners choose to
return.
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The Chocolate House, a
guests to extend their stay in the
eccentric store.
chocolate heaven housed in
Another notably unique store a quaint historical home, was
From Paqe 7
on South Main Street is Vault of one of the more irresistible restwo-story store is mainly books Midnight Comic Books & Stuff. taurants. Previously called The
covering any and all topics Even if you don't like comic Chocolate Cafe\ this restaurant
pertaining to finding yourself, books, you should check out features nearly every item that
finding inner peace and achiev- this store. The first floor is a could have to do with chocolate.
ing the happiness everyone is large mixture of comic books The front area of the shop feaand pop culture parapherna- tures a variety of ice cream and
searching for.
Crazy Wisdom also offers a lia, and just when you think the back area of the store has
wide selection of items pertain- you're done looking, you notice a selection of cakes and other
ing to the Middle Eastern reli- a staircase leading down- foods dipped in chocolate. The
gious ideals that aren't in books. stairs. The basement of Vault Chocolate House also offers an
The shop has a variety of incense, of Midnight is filled with more assortment of beverages such as
jewelry and statues to go along comic books than I have seen hot chocolate and mochas.
Keep in mind that South Main
with the Middle Eastern theme in my life. Granted, that doesn't
as well.
take much, but nonetheless the Street is only one small area of
If you wander into Crazy bottom floor contains every the shopping mecca that is Ann
Arbor. Other shopping districts
Wisdom, you have to go upstairs comic book imaginable.
As you are walking down include the State Street Area,
and visit the second floor. One
corner of thefloor is fullofbrightly South Main Street, you won't South University Avenue and the
colored children's items and the have to decide whether or not Kerrytown District among others.
other comer is a tea room. Hie you want to eat there. The hard- So if you're planning to spend
whole floor smells deliciously of est choice will lie where to eat. a day relaxing in Ann Arbor, be
tea, and when I was there, they Each restaurant seems to have sure to plan your shopping route
even had a live band playing at the most heavenly smell wafting ahead of time to make sure it
one end of the room. The atmo- from their front doors beckoning is the most relaxing enjoyable
experience possible.
sphere was cozy and welcomed to hungry shoppers.

SHOPPING

PROM
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■ Sheryl Crow
■ Grade|D

KateVotgele
Grade IC

DON!LOOK AWAr

"DETOURS

WHAT LAURA LEE CARACCrOLO

WHAT LAURA LEE CARACCKKO

THINKS: Kate \oegele may be ona hit television show, but she cM not put out a hi abum

THINKS: Sheryl Cow's latest release.

Don't Look Away" is far from what I e-pected

changed or grown over the last decade, and

Voegele. who guest starred on "One Tree Hif

every song on this album sounds the same.

Detours is typical and bonng Her music hasn't

The first track. "God Bess Thn Mess," has

as recording artist Mia Catatano performed six
songs on the show throughout her six-episode
slut, nckiding "No Good" "Only Fooling Myself

a raw. acoustic muffled sound that is extremely

"Kindly Unspoken' "I Won t Dfiag.ee.' "It's Only

abum just goes dowrnfl from there

unique for Crow Unfortunately, the rest of the
The first six tracks lyrically read lie

Life" and "Wish You Were" I liked what I heard on

RECENTLY REMODELED
334 N. Main St

#/ GREENBRIAR, INC.
Close to Downtown
Starting at
$775/mo + utilities
CALL FOR DETAILS
419-352-0717

3 Bedroom Apartments
Plus large 3 bedroom basement unit
2 Full Bath • Microwave
Dishwasher • Garbage Disposal
Furnished • Laundry on Site
Plenty of Parking

W00STER

BOWLING

GREEN,

OH

Chnsoan/gospel songs with titles such as

surprised with the results

"Shine Over Babylon." "Love is Free" and

On the show \foegele performed dps of her

"Peace Be Upon Us"
Detours fi the most political Crow has ever

songs with only a pano in the background which
sounded much better than the fufband versions of

gotten, however she fails to get in depth about

the songs heard on the album The last track "Kodry

the issues she rs trying to touch on It is surface

Unspoken," K a perfect example of the ptano-balad

songwntmg and the album as a whole is just

solos that wen? heard on "One Tree HA"

too simple from the lyncs to the beat - it's just
not creative enough

Her character on the show also appeared to

In the song "Gasohne," Crow does a future

be a punk-rocker and her music definitely does not
folow. Voegele's voice has a country twang to it

look at me whole oJ issue. However, the only

wrKh surprised me after heanng her music dips

words of the chorus are. "Gasoline will be free,

Her sound is very inconsistent throughout the

will be free, repeated over and over again The

album because of her expenments with different

verses n the song are the only promae
The last half of the afcum is definite^ the

genres. One song sounds country, the next pop,
while others have a little rock m them
However, the young singer/songwmer s voice

best Songs such as "Drunk with the Thought
of You" and love ts Al There is" prove that

is very mature for being only 20 years old. Her

Crow has talent she unfortunately dtfn't show

vocal range is highlighted in the chorus of track II.

it very wel in thrs abum

I
I

Its a typical release from Crow, and most

"I Won t Disagree Voegele has a great voice, but
she should try to stick with only one sound

of the songs are easy to memorize and sing

"It's Only Life" is by far the best track on the alum.

along to - not because of a catchy beat but

It is a sweet, catchy, upfcftmg. melodic song that

because of their smplicity

I

Overal. voegele has a strong voice and a lot
of potential (o make some great music. I am just

43402

Check us out online at:

not a fan of the twangy-country sound she delivers
in about 90 percent of the album.
Voegele's guest appearances on "One Tree Hit

www.bgnewscom

increased her CD sales, but not concentrating on onfy

2nd Conference on Students Global Competitiveness
10:30 AM

Saturday, April If), 2008

Inspiring Students
to Compete

I

Zero stars out of four |
Letter Grade: F
Rated PG-13 for violence
and terror, sortie sexual
material, underage drinking, and language.
Runtime: 88 min.
Starring: Brittany Snow.
Scott Porter and Dana
Davis.
Directed by Nelson
McCormick

really showcases her talent

www.greenbriarrentals.com
:.

the show, but after I bought the album I was very

would be slasher is only a
pathetic excuse for even the
worst of cinema's boogeymen.
Most terrible horror films
can at least garner a bit of
humor out of their dumbfounded characters and
insipid plot schemes. With
so little left to the imagination, "Prom Night" isn't
even worth enduring such a
short-lived runtime. When
an audience already knows
every move a film can make,
each repeat step becomes an
eye-rolling bore.
The PG-13 rating of "Prom
Night" was reached with the
help of bland characters and
watered-down horror film
conventions. Even with a
target audience of unknowing preteen girls, no filmmaker should ever-be given
the right to safeguard their
moneymaking
scheme
because of an assumed audience stupidity. By doing so,
they simply took the story
of an already forgotten film
and made it something even
more worthless.

one style of mus*c unforturateV rut her alum resulting n it not being as great as it could rave been

THURSDAY, APRIL 17 th LAST SHOW THIS SEMESTER

228 Bowen-Thompson Student I nion
Howling Green Siuic University
Free & Open to BGSU

Globally
FRIDAY, APRIL 18th

ya gotta see

Polka Floydshow
SATURDAY APRIL 19th

*««6*M/iii«i@B30PM/wh»i*»i«$N«

ONLY AREA PERFORMANCE!!!

akoostik hookah

SATURDAY APRIL 19th

doors @ 9:00

^aru

HOWARDS CLUB H
'Ml

SOKIII

\\\l\

IN >\\ \ II )\\ \

I
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SIDELINES

Falcons spring into action
UKlr,

ncmniinner

Ut'LUVI'l.iO T7 -VXimT!

BASKETBALL
Authors discuss
"Destination
Basketball" book
Authors Dave Bensch and
BG grad Andrew Hemminger
visited the Bowen Thompson
Student Union yesterday
to talk about their
experiences in writing
"Destination Basketball'.
Page 10

ONLINE

The BG News
Sports Blog
Log on to The BG News
Sports Blog tomorrow to
get live updates during the
spring football game,
starting at noon.
http://www.bgnewssports.
blogspot.com

V
"*

This season's offensive line
taking on a new look
By Bill Bord.wkk
Assistant Sports Editor

By Bill Bordewick
Assistant Sports Editor

Jeff
Fink

With nearly every
year. Hopefully we
skill position player
returning for the
can get back to that
offensive
unit,
expectations are
MAC championship
|^^ high for the 2008
version of Falcon
and win it."
football.
There is only
Michael Ream | Defensive end ,
one hurdle to
.~
overcome — replacf j^ ing three starters on goal every year," he said. "I lopefully
we can get back to that MAC
'ML' llirnilriiMvr line.
*\\
Kory Championship and win it.
Winning
that
MAI
Lichtenstelger,
Drew Nystrom and Championship that Ream talks
Kevin 1 luelsman are gone and will about is going to depend heavily
need to be replaced in order for the on the development of the offenFalCOIH to duplicate last season's sive line.
offensive success.
Brandon Curtis, leff Fink and
"We had a big loss on the o-line, Aaron Kent are now the elder
losing three starters, but they statesmen of the group and the
have really improved over this Falcons will need this group to be
. ^^ hi
year," said defensive end Michael rock solid.
Ream.
Last year behind Lichtensteigcr,
Ream has the ability to go Nystrom and Huelsman, the Falcon
up against the offensive line offense put up over 400 yards per
and he is expecting big things
out of this coming season.
OFFENSE
! 10
"MAC Champs — that's the
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TODAY
Baseball:

Campbell, Rothenbuhler to serve as

vs. Kent State; 3 p.m.
Softball:
vs. Northern Illinois: 1 p.m.

co-offensive coordinators this season

Track:
at All Ohio Championship;

ByChri.Volo.chuk
Sports Editor

TBA

TOMORROW
When former offensive coordinator Mick McCall was hired
on to the same position at
Northwestern in lanuary, BG
football coach Gregg Brandon
hada number of people to choose
from, and ultimately decided to
promote from within.
But his approach to nominating a new offensive coordinator took somewhat of a different turn when he decided
to split the duties of the job
between two deserving candidates. Offensive line coach Matt
Campbell was chosen to take
charge of the running game,
while assistant head coach Troy
Rothenbuhler was selected to
run the passing game.
Brandon said he went with
two coordinators because each
was deserving.
"Coach Campbell is a good
young line coach," Brandon said.
"He knows the system and knows
the running game. He has a good
offensive football mind. Coach
Troy's been with me for five years
now and is very knowledgeable
with offensive football."
Both coaches have a lot of
experience on the offensive side
of the ball.
Campbell is a 2002 graduate of
Mount Union College who also
spent some time coaching there.
As a player and a coach an MUC,
he won five Div. Ill national

Football:
spring game; noon
TV: BSCN
Baseball:
vs Kent State; I pm
Softball:
vs. Western Michigan; 2 p.m.
Men's golf
at Rutherford Intercollegiate:
all day
Trade
at All Ohio Championship;
TBA
Termis:
vs. Western Michigan: 2 p.m.

SUNDAY
Baseball:
vs. Kent State; 1 p.m
Softball:
vs. Western Michigan; 1 p.m.
Men's golf
at Rutherford Intercollegiate;
all day

OUR CALL
The List
The best players in the NBA
stood out this season. Today,
we're listing our All-NBA
First Team.

the best season for a point
guard since Isiah Thomas in
the 1980s.

Defense looking for
playmakers this spring

2. Kobe Bryant: Kobe
is the best all-around player in
the NBA.

3. LeBron James:
LeBron came close to
averaging a triple-double for
the season.

4. Kevin Garnett:
He resurrected professional
basketball in Boston with his
attitude on and off the court.

5. Dwight Howard:
He was a total animal inside,
averaging double-digit points
and rebounds for the season
and making Orlando a
contender in the East.

"MAC champs that's the goal every

Was the brown
The times, they are a changing.
team's first overall
Those changing times for
pick Wednesday
the BG football team revolve
around the offensive line and
the transition of losing three
Brandon Curtis.
starters to graduation.
Curtis was used to seeKory Lichensteiger, Drew
Nystrom and Andrew Stanford ing those three seniors from
are not walking through that last season next to him on
door anymore as Rick Pitino the line and now they are no
would say.
longer there.
"It's hard because 1 play
With their departures, a
whole new group of players guard and 1 always had those
will be expected to step up guys surrounding me and you
and contribute for the Falcons could always look to them for
this season.
answers," Curtis said. "A lot
"We lost a great group last year of guys are looking to me for
of guys that were senior offen- the same kind of leadership
sive linemen with a lot of expe- that they had last year — it's
rience," said BG offensive line just different."
Curtis will make the transicoordinator Matt Campbell. "I
think what we found out this tion from looking for answers
spring, what's been exciting for from others to having younger
us, is a lot of kids that arc hun- guys look to him for answers.
leff Fink will also be in the
gry to compete for those jobs."
Two of those players who are
expected to step up this seaSALINE | Page 10
son are seniors Jeff Fink and

SCHEDULE

I.Chris Paul: He had

Names on offense will be
familiar in the spring game

By Chri. Voloschuk
Sports Editor

Spring is generally known for the
eternal optimism that is the start of
baseball season.
But tomorrow, the BG football
team will step in and try to show
that hope doesn't just spring eternal
on the diamond, but also on the
FieldTurf of Doyt Perry Stadium.
The annual spring football game
will be the culmination of 14 practices that started in March and ran
through mid-April. The players don't
wear pads during the practices as
the goal is to get a feel for the offense and defensive schemes.
Head coach Gregg Brandon is
excited to see how the team plays
in the Bve game situations that the
spring game provides.
I

Erique
Dozier
Was the first overall
pick for the orange
team Wednesday

"I like live situations in the spring,
because that's when you see who
shows up," Brandon said. "It's
hard to simulate live situations ...
Somebody all of a sudden when you
turn on the lights shows up that
maybe you weren't expecting — a
playmaker."
the Falcon coaching staff would
no doubt like to see some defensive
playmakers make their mark on the
game when the orange team meets
See DEFENSE | Page 10

"You've got to have a good relationship,
and Matt and I do. You just have to be on
the same page...0nce you get into game
planning, it gets a little bit easier because
you have a complete plan on what to do."
Troy Rothenbuhler | BG co-offensive coordinator
Matt
Campbell
Will be in charge of
the Falcons running
game this year

Troy
Rothenbuhler
Will be in charge of
the Falcons' passing
game this year

championships. He's been serving as the offensive line coach at
BG for two years.
Rothenbuhler graduated from
Ohio State in 1995 and spent
some time on the football team's
staff working with quarterbacks,
receivers and tight ends. He's
been on Brandon's coaching
staff for six years in various roles
ranging from recruiting coordinator to assistant head coach.
Offense was the name of the
game for the Falcons last season. They ranked near the top of
the Mid-American Conference
last year in points per game
with 30.2 and passing yards per
game with 278.8. Altogether,
Falcon ball carriers rushed for
123.6 a contest.
According to Campbell, the

overall offensive system hasn't
really changed much, but there
will he room to throw in a few
wrinkles.
"The neat thing about Bowling
Green is that the system is the
system,'' Campbell said. "I think
maybe we all bring our own little
pitches to the offense, but 1 think
when you look back at it it's still
coach Brandon's offense. It's
what's been here since day one."
The most critical part of
Campbell's and Rothenbuhler's
job in the fall will be to bring
their individual expertise
together throughout the week to
make the Falcon offense shine
on Saturdays.
See COACHES | Page 10
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"Destination Basketball" authors visit BG to share

BG tennis looking to make
some history tomorrow
By Nat* Parsons

their journey with interested students, faculty

"We see this as
an opportunity to

Reporter

When the Falcons take the courts
tomorrow, they will he looking
in do something they've never
done before
beat Western

WWW.BGNEWS.COM

ByChri.Voloichulc
Sports Editor

prove ourselves,
to prove that we

Mulligan.

belong at the top of
rheBG tennis team (15-3,4-3)
has never beaten the Broncos In
the MAC."
12 chances, and it doesn't expect
to get an) easier this weekend.
WMll, currently ranked
•■■isonl BGtenn
\u 62 nationally In the latest Intercollegiate Tennis
Coach Penny Dean said Voile
Association pdL clinched at least
a share of the Mid-American and Nussbaum have really
Conference regular-season title COtne into their own as a doubles team and will be much
for the fourth-straight year,
I he Broncos (14-7, 7-0) have needed lliis weekend. The duo
won 33 straight MAC regulai is 14-4 in dual matches at the
season mate lies, with one ut second flight this season.
Beginning with doubles, the
those wins (oming against the
falcons must come ready to
I akxmslasl season.
play.
UMII beat BG, 6-1, in the
\\ Mil has had a very successregulai season and 4-0 in the
M \( Championships. BG's lul season." Dean said. "They
point was ils first since a (i-l played good competition all
loss against WMU hack ill the year."
They'll be ready to go. so we
2000 (II season.
The Falcons are excited about need to be ready to go right from
the opportunity to heat the the first serve."
With a win the falcons will fin.eemingly unbeatable Broncos.
"We have nothing to lose." ish with a three-seed in the M A(:
i ibbj I larrison said. "We know c li.iinpioiisliips. while a loss will
they're a good team, but any- push them down to sixth.
The falcons' final regular-seathing can happen."
'We see I his as an opportunity son game on Saturday against
10 prove ourselves, to prove thai the HOnCOS will lx' in front of
we belong at the top of the MAC" the home crowd at BG's Keefe
I heda\ - will hel'tllcd with r\ira Courts at I p.m.
If weather is an issue, the
emotion'' as seniors and double
partners \ndrea Voile and ienna match will be moved to Shadow
Nussbaum will be playing in Valley Tennis Club in Toledo
where BG has won 16 straight.
their final home match,

ADMINISTRATIVE
PROFESSIONALS
WEEK APRIL 21-25

Every success story needs some
adversity thrown in before it can
truly l>e appreciated. And in the
case of "Destination BasketbaD"
authors Dave Bensch and Andrew
I lemminger, that adversity came
in the form of none other than
Bob Knight.
They were in the process of
traveling and getting material
for their book when they decided
to drive 1,369 miles to Lubbock,
Texas, to watch Kight'sTexas Tech
team play, and then hopefully set
up an interview. Then the adversitv kicked in.
The Red Raiders lost to UNLV.
74-66, denying Knight the chance
to become college basketball's alltime wins leader with 880. When
the two prospective authors waitPHOTOnOVDEOBt WDKWHBWN EH
ed the next day to sit down with
Knight, they were told he was out LEGEND: Dave Bensch (left) and Andre* Hemmingci (riqhl). authors ol the book "Destination Basketball", pose lor a photo-op with
hunting and not doing interviews. legendary foimei North Carolina head basketball coach Dean Smith.
Their 22-hour trip was wasted.
appreciate it... It's nice that they
"Overall, I'd say our record on
"The biggest thing I learned from this
invited us back to speak."
coaches was 28-1." Bensch said.
During their presentation, they
I lemminger and Bensch are
experience was that if you put your mind to talked
about what it was like to
best friends and major college
meet legends such as IJC1 As John
basketball fans from Oak Harbor,
[something],
you
can
get
it
done."
Wooden, North Carolina's Dean
Ohio, who decided during the
Smith and current coaches such
summer before their senior year
Dave
Bensch
I
Co-author
as Kansas' Bill Self, who recently
of college to embark on a journey
won a national championship.
around the country to meet and
interview 29 of the most famous with Knight, the travel, as well I lemminger said. "I've just had a The overriding message of their
as the book, have been a success. really great time, and if I could do s|ieech was that no matter how
coaches in the sport.
lofty a goal may be, it's attainable.
To accomplish their goal of Since its release, the authors have this forever I would."
"file biggest thing I learned
The whirlwind finally restwriting a Ixxik about their expe- traveled the country doing signriences and interviews with the ings, watching games courtside ed last night in Room 202A of from this experience was that if
coaches, the pair had to take 23 and talking with basketball fans. the Bowen-Thonipson Student you put your mind to Isomethingl.
trips and log over 27,000 miles. Their story has been told on the Union, where I lemminger — a you can get it done." Bensch said.
"The [experience] was someThey contacted the coaches pages of The New York limes, 2007 BO graduate — and Bensch
through cold e-mails and had to USA Today and a host of other gave a presentation on their expe- thing that was kind of like a
rience to students and faculty and dream," he said. "To have the
rely on the generosity of those media outlets.
opportunity to do that is definiteAccording to I lemminger. the s;it in for a book signing.
working for the different schools
"It'scool that |BO| wanted me to ly very, very rare and v en. special
journey has been non-stop.
to make it happen.
"It's been a whirlwind, realty," come back." 1 lemminger said "I that we were able to do it."
Outside of the experience
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No matter how tough it gets.
they always come through for
you. Show your appreciation
with a gift from Klotz
Floral & Garden Center.
We offer beautiful fresh
floral arrangements, planters
w ith flowers added,
blooming plants, bud vase
and more. Call or stop in to
choose the perfect gift for
your assistant or that
person who makes
your day go smoothly.

Atonal, (fat eutd

906 Napoleon Rd. Bowling Green • 353-8381
ft W Hours: Mon. thru Fri. 8 to 7; Sat. 8 to 5; Sun. 12 4 ^« ■
www.klolflloral.com

"That was an honor.
It's an honor for me
to represent the
offensive line - it's a
position that doesn't
get a lot of publicity."
Jeff Fink I Offensive lineman

same position as Curtis as he
will be asked to fill that leadership void vacated by the graduated seniors.
"It took a couple weeks to realize that senior leadership is my
responsibility now," Fink said.
Fink seems to be relishing in
the role of the senior leader, lie
was selected as the No. 1 overall pick for the Brown squad in
Saturday's spring game.
"That was honor," Fink said of
being named the No. 1 pick. "It's
an honor for me to represent the
offensive line — it's a position
that doesn't get a lot of publicity."
While they might not get a lot
of publicity this season, Curtis
and link's leadership on the line
will be a big reason on whether
or not the Falcons are successful
this season.

the brown team. Defensive coordinator Mike Ward is happy with
how his players have perfomied
thus far.
"I think we've gotten better."
Ward said. "We're a year older,
we're that much stronger, that
much faster and we've got some
experience under our belt."
There will be a number of defensive players to lookout for on both
teams, linebacker Friqite Dozier.
who was the first overall pick in
the second annual spring game
draft Wednesday afternoon, will
suit up for the orange. He led the
team in tackles last year with 112.

OFFENSE
From Page 9
game and averaged 32 points
per game. That was with inexperienced skill players at most
positions and experience on
the line.
Ibis year the roles are reversed.
The Falcon offense boasts some
of the best playmakers in the
MAC and the offensive line will
be counted on to step up in
order to get the ball in the hands
of those playmakers.
"We have capable bodies Ion
the offensive linel, some have just
played more than others." said
BG coach Gregg Brandon. "When
we roll it out Aug. 30, we'll be

HOUSES AVAILABLE
ALL HOUSES HAVE ONE YEAR LEASES

Available May 17, 2008

KYLE BURKHART
Hometown: Hilliard, OH
Major: Telecommunications
Class: Senior
Favorite Food: Caviar
Favorite Movie:
Elmo in Grouchiand
Hobbies: Reading the encyclopedia,
knitting and curing world hunger
Goals After Graduation: Winning Big Brother
What I do for Fun: Writing with sidewalk chalk and
playing hop scotch

— Want to be a Winner? —

710 1*2 Elm SI. - Three bedrooms,
2 baths. $740.00 per month plus

806 Scott Hamilton - 4 bedrooms,
2 Baths. Washer, Dryer, Central air

utilities Deposit $740.00. Has
washer and dryer. Limit 3 people
Limit 3 cars. Lease 5/17/08 - 5/9/09.

$990.00 per month plus utilities
Deposit $990.00. Limit 3 people.
Limit 3 cars Lease 5/17/08-5W».

Available August 21, 2008
710 Elm Street-Three bedrooms
$740.00 per month plus utilities.
Deposit $740.00. Has a washer
and dryer.
Limit 3 people. Limit 3 cars.

$690.00 per month plus utilities.
Deposit $690 00. Has a garage
for storage. Limit 3 people. Limit 3
cars. Lease 8/21/08 - 8/8/09.

831 Scon Hamilton UnilffA-Two
bedrooms. $800.00 per month.
Deposit $800.00. Air conditioned,
washer and dryer. Limit 4 people.

Search for "The BG News" group at Facebook.com,
join, and take the weekly quiz every Friday.

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC.

Each week a winner will be selected
Each issue of The News has
, a trivia question and answer.

RENTAL OFFICE 419-354-2260
■E. WOOSTERST lacrossfemTaco
Hours Monday lo Friday 8 30 lo 5:30. Saturday 8.30 to 4:30
www.johnnewloverealestate com
1

{

"It's hard right now to develop the
continuity. When you play a spring game,
you won't see the continuity."
Gregg Brandon | BG football coach

H

Tyler
Sheehan
Quarterback will
play for both teams
in tomorrow's game

ready — I have no reservations
about that."
Tomorrow's spring game
should give the fans a glimpse at

COACHES

•»**. ... .1 .^M*-i+i»>i*ti'v*ntitm+-+*»*n9n*$,*w-.**** i

j

what the offensive line can do but
it will not lie the end all lie all.
"It's hard right now to develop
the continuity," Brandon said.
"When you play a spring game,
you won't see the continuity."
The Falcons have their sights
set high and to reach those lofty
expectations for the season, they
will need the offensive line to be
just as good as in year's past.

plan on what you want to do."

"Troy and I both have been
here from day one," Campbell
said. "We know the system well,
Both men are confident that and 1 think we mesh well togethsplitting the job will work out er... I think that we work pretty
well.
well together and it'll make it a
"You've got to have a good nice transition."
relationship, and Matt and 1 do,"
Campbell and Rothenbuhler
Rothenbuhler said. "You just will get to coach in more of a
have to be on the same page ... real game atmosphere tomorOnce you get into game plan- row when the orange team
ning, it gets a little bit easier meets the brown team for the
because you have a complete annual spring football game.
From Page 9

722 Elm Street - Three bedrooms.

Lease 8/2i'08-8/8/09

FimiliM with children
welcome to apply for 8ny
rental unit.

"What I'm looking forward to 111. Mahone intercepted seven
most is looking [at the scotchoairil [lasses and was one of the team
at the end and having that win- leaden in tackles.
Mahone is pleased with
ning scon'," Dozier said.
lacob 1 lardwick will be another where the defense is at going
player who could have an impact into tomorrow.
"I think were a lot faster, a lot
on the game's outcome. I lardwick
who has played Iris minutes at more physical, especially in the
the linebacker position, has been liack end with the defensive backs,
moved to the defensive tackle as far as I can tell," Mahone said.
"I'm looking forward to seeing
spot. I le and Michael Ream will
make up the Neons' interior on tlie guys fly around and have fun."
Wand said. "There's some strengths
the line.
Hardwick said no matter what on each team and there's some
the position, he's just happy to be weaknesses on each team. It's
going to be tun to see how the
on the fiekl.
"I love playing, so it doesn't guys take advantage of that and
really matter I where I playl, as how tlie coaches take advantage
long as I can help the defense," of that."
Brown meets orange at Doyt
I lardwick said.
At tlie safety position last year. Perry Stadium tomorrow at noon.

fefl^uGowe. Support
Kappa Pelta Joe
-fhCir ^.tfci PirtrtuZll
"KC Kickba.li"
Tournament!

Saturday, April 19 from
12:00pm-4:00pm
At Perry Field House
$25 per team (additional $15)
8-10 players per team
20% ol money raised will go to the
National Prevent Child Abuse America.
while the other 80% will tie donated to
the Family and Child Abuse Prevention
Center in Bowling Green.

Contact Nicole Kobmson ,il nicolai" liiisii win lot more into questions or concerns

NATION

WWW.BGNEWS.COM

Pope Benedict XVI visits D.C., draws crowd of 46,000
By Eric Gortlci
The Associated Press

WASHINGTON
—
Pope
Benedict XVI praised America
as a land of opportunity and
hope yesterday as he celebrated
the first public Mass of his U.S.
pilgrimage, but he lamented
that the nation's promise fell
short for blacks and Indians.
Hope for the future, he said,
"is very much a part of the
American character."
Tens of thousands of worshippers filled Nationals Park
on a clear spring day and
cheered Benedict as he arrived
in a white popemobile, standing in the back and waving. The
crowd grew to 46,000, and the
demand for tickets doubled the
supply, organizers said.
The pope, wearing scarlet
vestments, led the service from
an altar erected in centerfield of
the recently inaugurated baseballstadium. Rows of red-robed
church leaders joined him.
In brilliant spring sunshine, the pope walked down
from the altar to distribute
Holy Communion near the
end of Mass.
"Americans have always
been*a people of hope," he said
during his homily. "Yourancestors came to this country with
the experience of finding new

For others, there was nothn.r —'nirr* 11 '-*■ '•■r'r*..-*±^*k^ymii<!!>**& ing more important than
getting in, and many people
without tickets stood outside
the subway station with signs
pleading for extras.
Patty Trail, 54, pastoral associate at a church in
Virginia Beach, Va., drove
overnight to bring two priests
to the Mass. She didn't have a
ticket but said she was happy
to at least be in the vicinity of
the pope.
"lust to be out here, just to
be in the presence," she said.
"D.C. feels different."
At the end of the two-hour
PABLO MARNNEZMONSIVAIS I APPH
Mass, Benedict blessed the
POPE P0WER:The Popemobile. wiih Pope Benedict XVI aboard, makes his entrance (or
cheering crowd, some of
a Mass. yesterday at Washington Nationals baseball Park in Washington.
them waving Vatican flags.
Worried-looking
papal
freedom and opportunity.
bodyguards stood close and
to the victims"To be sure, this promise
Barbara and Michael Loh of cleared a way for him as he
was not experienced by all the Williamsburg, Va„ sat alone walked out, while many worinhabitants of this land; one in the stands taking in the shippers tried to shake his hand
thinks of the injustices endured scene. They were among the or touch his robes.
by the native American peoples first to arrive.
A number of lawmakers
"I've been Catholic all my life who support abortion rights
and by those brought here forcand ... my dream has always attended the Mass, including
ibly from Africa as slaves."
He turned for a third day been to see the pope." said House Speaker Nancy Pelosi
to the clergy sex abuse scan- Barbara I-oh, tearing up.
and Sen. John Kerry, the forAt 5:45 a.m., more than four mer Democratic presidential
dal that rocked the American
church, saying "no words hours before the Mass, it was candidate.
of mine could describe the standing-room only on subDuring the 2004 campaign,
pain and harm inflicted by ways. Vendors hawked Vatican several bishops questioned
flags and souvenir buttons, but whether Kerry should receive
such abuse."
He called for healing and there were few takers as people Communion because of his
reconciliation and assistance hurried toward the stadium.
stand on abortion.

Obama
dismisses debate
as a game of
'Gotcha' at expense
of critical issues
RALEIGH,
N.C. IAP) —
Democratic Sen. Barack Obama
dismissively talked about his
debate with Sen. Hillary Rodham
Clinton and the line of questioning from ABC News' moderators,
arguing that it focused on political trivia at the expense of the
problems facing average voters.
At a rally in the May 6 primary
state of North Carolina, Obama
drew roars of approval yesterday when he mocked aspects of
the presidential debate that had
him on the defensive Wednesday
night. He faced tough questions
about his controversial pastor,
his comments about bitter voters
in small towns and his relationship with a 1960s radical.
I teadpannlng, the Illinois senator said, "It does not get much
more fun than these debates.
They are inspiring events."
In criticism of his rival, he
called the debate "the rollout
of the Republican campaign
against me in November" and
said it represented textbook
Washington politics that Clinton
was very comfortable playing.
"They like stirring up controversy a nd t hey I i ke playi ng gotcha
games, getting us to attack each
other," he said. "Senator Clinton
looked in her element. She was
taking every opportunity to get
a dig in there. That's her right to
kind of twist the knife a little bit
... that's the lesson she learned
when Republicans did it to her in
the 1990s."
The Obama campaign also
sought to capitalize on the
debate, sending out a fundraising appeal titled, "Gotcha," and
soliciting $25 donations.

President Bush and British PM
agree on tough approach on Iran
WASHINGTON (API—President
Bush and British Prime Minister
Gordon Brown tried to dispel
doubts about their relationship
yesterday, showcasing personal
bonhomie as well as common
ground on a range of vexing
issues, from the war in Iraq
and a showdown with Iran to
global trade and crises in Sudan
and Zimbabwe.
Brown, particularly, appeared
to ma ke a n effort to move beyond
the leaders' frosty first meeting
in July.
The British prime minister,
then only a month in office as
successor to top Bush ally Tony
Blair, was given a coveted invite
to the U.S. presidential retreat at
Camp David. But he displayed
stiff, formality that led some to
question whet her he would work
as closely as Blair — or much at
all —with Bush.
That didn't seem in question
in the Rose Garden after yesterday's nearly HO-minute Oval
Office session between the two.

THE

By Mik. Stobb.
The Associated Press

"Our season is not
quite as high but
is lasting a little
longer."

ATLANTA — This year's flu
season has shaped up to be
the worst in four years, partly
because the vaccine didn't work
well against the viruses that
made most people sick, health Dr. Dan Jernigan | Director at CDC
officials said yesterday.
The 2007-2008 season vaccine is often between 70 and
started slowly, peaked in mid- 90 percent effective.
But this year, two of the three
I'ebruary and seems to be
declining, although cases are strains were not good matches
still being reported, accord- and the vaccine was only 44
ing to the Centers for Disease percent effective, according to a
study done in Marshfield, Wis.
Control and Prevention.
Based on adult deaths from
The CDC compares flu seaflu and pneumonia, this sea- son by looking at adult deaths
son is the worst since 2003- from the flu or pneumonia
2004 — another time when in 122 cities. This year, those
the vaccine did not include the deaths peaked at 9 percent of
exact flu strain responsible for all reported deaths in early
March, and remained above an
most illnesses.
Each year, health officials — epidemic threshold for 13 conmaking essentially an educated secutive weeks. In 2003-2004,
guess — formulate a vaccine they peaked at more than 10
against three viruses they think percent of all deaths, and surwill be circulating. They guess passed the epidemic threshold
well most of the time, and the for nine weeks.

In 1950 Freddie Falcon wore a papier-mache head that
during the summer was:
a. destroyed by fire
b. eaten by mice
c. replaced with feathers
d. stolen

bgnews

JSMSUB

Check out The BG News Facebook page Friday.
Answer all five questions for your chance
to win prizes and recognition!
Each issue has a question and answer for Friday's quiz.

DELUXE
3 BEDROOM APARTMENTS

451 Frazee Ave

?f GREENBRIAR, INC.
T° ■ in i^rif u

Close to Campus
$825/mo + utilities
for 3 people

Microwaves
Dishwasher
Plenty of Parking
Air Conditioning
FREE Internet

www.greenbriarrentals.com

"Our season is not quite as
high but is lasting a little longer," said Dr. Dan Jemigan.
deputy director of the cDCs
influenza division.
Pediatric deaths are another
way flu seasons are compared.
So far this year, 66 children
died, including46 who were not
vaccinated. In 2003-2004, 153
children died.
TheCDC started workingthis
year with the Marshfield Clinic
in central Wisconsin to get a
better gauge of vaccine effectiveness while a flu season was
in progress. Almost the entire
population gets health care at
the clinic, which has complete
vaccination and electronic
medical records.

"Iran has not
told the truth to
the international
community about
what its plans are."
Gordon Brown I British PM

On Iran, Brown offered
staunch support for his host's
tough stance on the need
to rein in Tehran's disputed
nuclear program.
Brown said "I make no apology" for seeking to persuade
European leaders to extend
European sanctions against
Iran, to include investments
and liquefied natural gas. "Iran
is in breach of a nonproliferation treaty," he said. "Iran has
not told the truth to the international community about what its
plans are."
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Flu season dubbed worst in years
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419-352-0717
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Sign a lease in April and receive

$50 OFF one month's
rent with this ad
i 1 pel tt/n.wt nol v.i'id fovjr

Find A Place To Call Home
wwwpr-><f'fWoofi •f-.cocom

HAKE YOUR HOME AT:

I

Piedmont Apartments
Bin * Migti SI

Haven Hoube Manor
to- HjnApts
Piedmont Apis "Renovated"
Updated Bifchwood (small pel allowedl
Mini Mall Apts (Downtown)
l Bedroom & Efficiencies
Houses

OFFICE HOURS

Mon-Fri: 8-5
Sat: 10-2
530 S. Maple St

419-352-9378
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Vote needs to break
tie to stop being dry
TISBURY,Mass.(AP]
I isbury
voters, ii seems, are split on
whether to allow restaurants In
town to put beer and wine on
the menu.
I.xactly split.
A ballot question on whether to allow sales of alcohol at
restaurants and inns in the
Martha's Vineyard community tied 690-690 in Tuesday's
election.
■fit's a tie, the place stays dry.
So those favoring the change

lia\ e already launched an effort
to get a hand recount, town
clerk Marion Mudgesaid,
"There are things the
machine might not pick up ...
like check marks," she said.
I isbury is one of more
than a dozen dry towns in
Massachusetts, ini hiding sc\
eral on the island of Martha's

The Daily Crossword Fix
1

The Mi News will ooi knowingly accepi
advertisemenis thai discrlminalc. or
entourage discrimination against any individual or group on ihe basis o( race, sex,
mint uii-d. rdigiun. national origin, sexual
orientation, disability, siaius as a veteran.
or on the basis of any oilier legally pro-
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Groupofapestobe killed
for being menace to area
By Harold Heckle

MADRID, Spain IAI'1 - A renegade group of Gibraltar's
Barbary apes has annoyed residents so much that authorities
announced plans yesterday to

kill them.
\ cluster of 25 Barbary apes
— a species of monkey usually
weighing about 15-25 pounds —
mined to a popular beach side
area some months ago where
they have been stealing food,
entering rooms through open
windows and harassing tourists,
officials said.
The territory's tourism minister, Krnest Britto, has decided
to kill the beach dwelling group,
government spokesman Francis
Cantos said.
"I can confirm that tourism
minister Britto has decided
to issue a license for a cull,"
said Cantos.
"The decision was not taken
lightly. It is a last resort,"
Britto told the Gibraltar
Chronicle newspaper.
The newspaper said two mon-

keys have already been captured
arid given lethal injections.
Ihe pack, |>art of the territory's population of around 200,
invaded, a sandy beach area
called Catalan Bay where they
remained because they were
able to rummage for food. The
area is popular with tourists and
has a luxury hotel.
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Paying up to S500 lor
running or non-running vehicles.
Call anytime (419)686-4222

1

1-2 Days per week during school
Full Time during summer break
wvwv.homecityice.com
NO EXPERIENCE NEEDED ■ WILL TRAIN

1-800-899-8070

Banquet Captains: Full or part-time positions available
Lead Servers: Full or part-time positions available
Applicants must have friendly, professional attitude with the
ability to work in a team atmosphere devoted to excellent service!
WE OFFER FLEXIBLE SCHEDULES AND VERY COMPETITIVE WAGES!
For more information call 1-800-636-8771 and ask for Human Resources.

EXECUTIVE CATERERS AT LANDERHAVEN
6111 Landerhaven Dr. Cleveland, OM 44124
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Rakes and heels
Spoils taken
Pisa's river
Most blatant
One kind of fortuneteller
Egyptian weight
Wretchedly bad
Diplomat's strong suit
Annoy
Wrap around
Share a night out
Display model
"Roots" author Haley 41
42
Malicious gossip
NYC station
44
Destine to tragedy
45
Ancient Greek coins
46
Red figure
47
48
Exercise count
49
"_ Misty for Me"
50
Happen again
51
Oozes
Obi
53
Madison Ave. output
Artistic inspiration
Like a shooting star?
Contents of a folder
Takeoffs

Trap for the unsuspecting
Chic
Taxi devices
Chip's chipmunk buddy
"Crazy" singer
Folklore creature
Detroit suburb
Demolish
Illinois senator
Grace closing
At rest
Softly, in music
Twisted
Horse turns to the right
Spiral pin

Grieve audibly
Look after
Periodical sequence
Bodies of water
Snatch
Title
Broad
Slope lift
Fork prong
Enough, at one time
Shift dirt
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ZA 15 STRAIGHT YEARS

PISRNCLLO'S

'BARTENDING! up to S300/day No
exp necessary Training provided
Call 800-965-6520 ext. 174.

» 203 N. Main

See our coupon menu
in the telephone directory or
ask about our SPECIALS
352-5166
pisanellos.com

"«»«*■'
$6.00 Minimum

Open Weekdays 4P.M. • Lunch Fri. • Sat. • Sun.

Belmont Country Club.Perrysburg
Energetic & outgoing student needed
to work in Goll Shop and help
sell/display merchandise, talk/
interact with members, answer
phone, assist professional start, etc
NO GOLF EXPERIENCE NEEDED1
S8+ an hour, clothing/cash bonus
VERY flexible schedule FUN JOB!
Call (419)666-1472

Earn cash for your opinions.
We pay $15 0O-S125 00 per survey
Cash20pinion com
Enjoy Wine? Act Now!
In-Home wine tasting party plan is
looking for consultants Great summer opportunities for men and
women Free training
Call Amy at 440-821-4039 today!
Must be 21 to become a consultant
Miscellaneous help needed now
Yards, etc.
Call (419)353-0325
Nanny 8 am to 5 pm Mon thru Fri.
Some overnights. S7.00 hr plus
benefits Exp pref. 419-872-6222.

Banquet Servers: F
your schedule.

J"

44

Grip
High: pref.
Old Icelandic saga
Heart connection
Bellow
Playwright Coward
Star of "The Wise Little Hen"
Seethe
Superlatively tempestuous
Part ol a mailing add.
Bruno of "City Slickers"
Gateway rival
Most strange
Thinks about
Gargoyle
Beauty parlor
Actress Ruby
Final bio?
"Call Me _"
Nutmeg spice
Drawn Abner
Fastidious

Help Wanted

Earn S800-S3200 a month to drive
brand new cars with ads placed
on them. www.AdCarClub.com

Toledo/Northwest Ohio Area

H

ACROSS

Wanted
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energy All natural, super easy
Call (440)339-1324

■■

■H '

"

Lose weight like crazy
Burns tal. block cravings & boosts

"

i

4

BGSU Kenya 5K Run
Date 4/19/2008
Call 419-378-1357
email: dgekond@bgsu edu
lawreon@bgsu.edu

Per

JUST MONKEYING AROUND: A renegade groupof Gibraltar? Barbary apes has
annoyed locals so much that authorities have decided a cull is inevitable.
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Campus Events

13
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Geog 337 Aboriginal Peoples ot the
US & Canada. Dr Jeff Gordon
(Master Teacher Award winner).
1st Summer Session 2008 5/19-6/27
Mon -Thurs (no Fri classes) 11 AM12:35PM (pop & pizza every Mon &
Thurs) 201 Olscamp Hall (air cond)
No prerequisites, everyone welcome
No term paper, no attendance taking
Fulfills BG Perspective Cul Diversity
& Soc Sci requirements.

APPHC

-
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■

LISHMARItPANE
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brought to you by

Classified Ads
419-372-6977

vineyard, where there are no
liquor stores or bars. Mam lev
taurants allow customers to
bring their own alcohol.

WWWBGNEWS.COM

For Rent

For Rent

For Rent

* 3 bdrm available in August
■ 1 or 2 bdrm avail May or August
For more info call 419-354-9740

1 male sublsr needed for May-July
31st S250mo . util. N Church St
Call (440)821-9826

4-5 bdrm . 2 bath house on Clough
$1500 monlh plus utilities
(419)340-2500

" Female subleaser needed
May-Aug 521 Pike St. $300/month
♦util Call 440-668-6067

1 sublsr needed for 2 bdrm Copper
Beech May - Aug 2008 Great deal
applies, discount rate. Call for details 937-243-5563

"08-09 S Y Houses. Apts S Rms
729 4th St 4 bdrm C/A, W/D
311 E. Reed 3 bdrm also 1 &2 bdrms
few summer only teases
see Cartyrentals com
Call (419)353-0325 9am - 9pm
07 - '08 S Y 3 bdrm house avail
6/1/08 3 bdrm house avail 8/15/08
$275 per person + util. Close to
BGSU Off st pkg AC/WD
1 bdrm effic. avail 8/15/08S375 plus
util. Close to BGSU. Off st pkg turn
1 rm effic avail 8/15/08 S290 plus
util Close to BGSU Off st pkg Part
lurn 419-601-3225

Office cleaning evenings Own transportation required 6-8 hrs/week.
Start immediately (419)352-5335

1 bdrm. 854 8th St S410 per mo ♦
elec Available now or Aug. No pets
(419)392-3354

PLAY SPORTS! HAVE FUN! SAVE
MONEY! Maine camp needs tun loving counselors to teach all land, adventure & water sports. Great summer! Call 888-844-8080. apply:
campcedar com

1 bdrm. apt. for summer subls. Avail
May 10 S370 mo plus gas & elec
Will pay portion of cost
513-602-0810

Pt time gymnastics coach for BG
Gymnastics Academy Beginner
classes thru team. Previous coaching exp pref Call (419)575-4359

1 bdrm apt. in Umv Courts Fully
turn, w/central air & cable incld May
thru Aug. $1815.00 Contact Brittany
(216)280-3485. Serious inquires only

Summer in Maine

I: APPALACHIAN
UPRISING

Males and Females.
Meet new triendsl travel!
leach your favorite activity.
•Tennis

*Sal

•Water Ski

•Office

•Theater Tech

-Archery

•English Riding

•Swim

•Outdoor Living

-Theater
Costumes

A PI*** to C*l«brat«
Muik * Lit* *t «!•
Port*?* Quarry

June 5-7, 2008
Featuring:
Avett Brothers

June to August. Residential.
Enjoy our website.

12 month leases starting May 2008
613 5th-2 to 3 BR House
$650 ♦ util
837 3rd - 3 BR Duplex
$870 • util
402 1/2 E Court- 1 BR Apt
$335 ♦ util
Smith Apt Rentals
419-352-8917
2 bdrm turn apt 724 6th S 705 7th
$750/summer Fall-1 yr lease. $510
mo Free water, sewer, gas & cable
(419)494-8208
2 subleasers needed. University
Court apt 2 bdrms $290 mo.
May-Aug (419)367-0041
3 bedroom, 2 1/2 bath house
127 Georgia
(419)308-2457
3 or 4 bedroom apts. Near campus
Available August
Call Gary (419)352-5414
4 bdrm.. 1 1/2 bath, May to May, A/
C, DiW. W/D, $1400 & dep S util
312 N Enterprise 419-836-7674 or
419-360-6060

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Pregnancy Tests
Counseling
Post Abortion Counseling
Pregnancy Support
Adoption Information
Limited Ultrasounds
Material Assistance

Reliable information on all options.
Supportive and professional.
Please call tor an appointment

& BGIown
The Student Loan

Apply online.

441 Frazee 419.354.4673
www.bgpc org
M-Th (10-5), Fn (10-1)

TRIPP LAKE CAMP for Gills:
I-B00-997-4347

BG shuttle oil campus north route or
within walking distance!

www.tiiDolakecamo.com

me
Bedroom Housing
GREAT

308 N. Enterprise
2 Bdrm
Large Yard
$715.00 Per Month
Plus All Utilities

NEWIWE
Rentals

704 FIFTH STREET
2 bdrm. turn. Summer or Fall
(419)352-3445 9 to 9
AVAIL AUG 15.2008 1 bdrm apt
2 bdrm house & 3 bdrm house
Close to campus (419)308-2458
Buckeye Studio*
Student housing available now
Monlhly/semester & yr long leases
Fully furnished, includes all utilities
& 25" TV. Free wireless internet.
Call 419-352-1520
www buckeyeinnanostudios com
Dependable person to care for
school age child in my home 2 -3
days /wk Great pay for the right person Musi have rel (419)807-8154
Filling up fast for Fall 08
Copper Beech
419-353-3300
For rent in BG Available May 1st 3
bdrm house. L/R. D/R. kitchen. 2 1/2
car garage. W/D. stove, ret rig . central air. garbage disposal, microwave
Completely remodeled inside S740
mo Call (419)490-8700.
House for rent. July 3-4 bedroom
$900 mo
Call 419-308-9905
Houses & Apartments
12 month leases only
S Smith Contracting. LLC
419-352-8917- 532 Manville Ave
Office open 10 - 2M - F
www bgapartments com
Lg. 3 bdrm . 2 bath house tor rent on
E. Reed Ave Avail June 1 Oft st
pkg., W/D & a 5 min walk to campus
$11001 util Grad students preferred
(513)226-9588.
Lg house, very nice, 4 bdrm , 2 bath
AC, WD. 2 blks from campus. 421 S
College Aug 08-Aug 09 Please
call (419)352-9392
Nice 3 bdrm. apt. melds 3 car
garage below. New WAD. no pets,
max. occup 3 people. Avail. May.
419-354-8146 or 419-601-0781.
Subleaser Needed! May-Aug Will
pay half May rent. Private bathrm ,
free internet S cable $275 mo. Copper Beech Call (419)551-4214 or
email nchmam@bgsu edu
The Highlands/Jay-Mar
1 & 2 bedrooms
Available May - August
419-354-6036
www.bghighlandmgmt com

709 5th Street
APARTMENTS

RATES

317 Manwille Ave.
1 Bdrm Ranch Style
Close to Campus
$345.00 Per Month
Plus All Utilities

South Main Street
Bmvliny Green Ohio, 43402

419,352.5620

2 Bdrm., 2 Full Bath, C/A
Shuttle stop across the street
$53S/month Full Year Lease
For Rental Information:
Contact Jack at
1-800-829-8638
www.bowllnggr««n-apts.com
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